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ABSTRACT
Phase-Encoded Pi Echo Planar Imaging (PEPI) may be used for the high-speed acquisition of 
spatial and spectroscopic data in samples where a distribution of chemically shifted sites is 
present. A pulse sequence has been developed using SMIS Limited MR3040 hardware and 
the Pulse Programming Language. In this thesis Chapter One describes the origins and 
principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments. Chapter Two describes the 
application of magnetic field gradients to produce images using pulse Fourier transform NMR. 
In Chapter Three the development of fast spectroscopic Echo Planar sequences is discussed, 
leading to a description of the PEPI sequence in Chapter Four. Included is a description of the 
special instrumentation needed to implement very fast spectroscopic imaging sequences and 
an analysis of some initial results which addresses issues particularly associated with these 
techniques. Some examples of applications to 1H studies of the human brain, where 
spectroscopic EPI presents a special advantage in terms of temporal resolution, and 
recommendations for future work are given in Chapter Five.
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Technological advances in the last twenty years have established Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy (MRS) as the most important spectroscopic technique in chemistry and in 
biology, although MRS has been an important analytical tool in these disciplines for around 
half a century. In 1991 the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to the Swiss physical 
chemist Richard Ernst for his work in this field. The structural investigation of complicated 
biological macromolecules, beyond the capabilities of early MRS, has been enabled by the 
introduction of cryomagnets with higher magnetic fields and more sophisticated data analysis 
methods such as that introduced by Ernst.
Some of the most recent developments have been in the clinical application of the technique 
in vivo and in combination with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in understanding 
metabolic disorders and neuropathologies such as stroke and dementia, and in diagnosing 
tumours. Faster scanning techniques together with advanced radio-frequency coils providing 
enhanced image quality have served to promote MRI itself as a valuable diagnostic tool. The 
ability to produce images of cross-sections in every direction of interest is a notable 
advantage that MRI has over investigations such as x-ray and CT.
The combination of fast MRI and MRS is explored in this thesis in the development of a 
particular technique. Development of this pulse sequence was initiated by Surrey Medical 
Imaging Systems (SMIS) Limited to exploit the capabilities of the MR3040 Oblique Gradient 
Waveform Generator, and thus to achieve more accurate volume localisation, ultimately in 
real time, during in vivo spectroscopic imaging experiments. The introduction of the MR3040 
has required new controlling software to be developed, some of which is described. The pulse 
sequence itself delivers several advantages over existing sequences - most significantly its 
fast acquisition of chemical shift data by a method that is independent of 72* effects.
Introduction
1The Theory of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
1.1 The History of NMR
In 1921 Stern and Gerlach1, 2 conducted an experiment that verified the existence of the 
quantised magnetic moment, in which a stream of silver atoms was passed through an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field. Refer to Figure 1.1a. Classical theory predicted that all 
orientations of the atomic moments relative to the magnetic field were allowed, and that the 
experiment would yield a smear of silver atoms along a horizontal line on a magnetic plate 
placed behind the field. Instead, two discrete spots were formed. The splitting of the beam 
was a direct result of the quantum nature of the atomic energy. The magnetic moment of the 
atoms in this case was due to the orbital angular momentum of the atom’s outer electron 
which could be oriented parallel or anti-parallel to the external field, each orientation 
experiencing a different accelerating force.
Later, in 1938, Rabi4 demonstrated that the quantisation of magnetic energy was also valid for 
nuclear spin states and that these spin states could be altered by excitation with radio­
frequency (rf) radiation at a particular resonant frequency. The experiment is described in the 
text below Figure 1.1b.
In 1945 two groups of physicists, working independently, published their results in the same
5
edition of The Physical Review - Purcell, Torrey and Pound at Harvard University and Bloch,
6
Hansen and Packard at Stanford University. The two groups presented different but 
equivalent explanations of the resonance experiment, observed for the first time in solids and 
liquids.
Between 1950 and 1953 research demonstrated that atoms of the same element had different 
frequencies in different molecules and that different atoms in the same molecule might also
Chapter One
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Figure 1.1 (a) The Stern-Gerlach experiment demonstrating the behaviour of paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic particles in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, (b) Rabi’s experiment demonstrating 
the resonance condition of the nucleus. A beam of molecules with total electronic magnetic 
moment zero is directed obliquely between the pole pieces of magnet A which produces an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field. The beam is split into two. Paramagnetic molecules following path 
a pass through the slit into the homogeneous magnetic field of magnet B and are focussed by the 
inhomogeneous magnetic field of magnet C, the inhomogeneity of which exactly opposes that of 
magnet A, onto a detecting screen S placed at position M. Where molecules in the magnetic field 
of magnet B are irradiated with radio-frequency radiation at a particular frequency depending on 
the field strength of magnet B a sharp decrease is observed in the intensity of the molecular beam 
at M. At this resonant frequency the orientation of the nuclear magnetic moment is changed 
through the absorption of energy. The resulting diamagnetic particles are diverted by .the 
inhomogeneous field due to magnet C along path c. From Gunther3 Chapter 1.
3resonate at different frequencies. In 1966 the Swiss physical chemist Richard R. Ernst7 with 
colleagues from the ETH Zurich introduced the pulsed NMR experiment, in which data was 
analysed using Fourier theory. In 1991 Ernst was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
1.2 The Microscopic Quantum Mechanical Model for the Isolated Proton
Several nuclei, including the proton, possess angular momentum, P, which causes them to 
also exhibit a magnetic moment, ju. These are related by the expression
^  y P  ( 1. 1)
where the constant y is characteristic of a given nucleus.
Angular momentum and nuclear magnetic moment are quantised. The allowed eigenvalues of 
the angular momentum are defined by the relation
(12)
Where m/( the magnetic quantum number, characterises the eigenstate of the nucleus. The
magnetic quantum number is itself related to the spin quantum number, /, by the quantum 
condition, such that the total number of possible eigenstates is equal to 21 + 1 and
I , /  1, /  2 , . . . ,  /  (13)
The proton has a spin quantum number, /, of one half, thus by Equations 1.2 and 1.3 the 
proton can exist in only two spin states and may be described as a magnetic dipole. The z- 
component of the magnetic moment, defined in an arbitrarily chosen Cartesian co-ordinate 
system, may then be parallel or anti-parallel to the z-direction of the co-ordinate system and is 
quantised.
4The eigenfunctions a  and /?, which are solutions of the Schrodinger equation describing a 
spin system, identify the energy levels of that system. The or and (3 states for the proton have 
the same energy, that is to say they are degenerate. In a static magnetic field this degeneracy 
is destroyed as a result of the interaction of the nuclear moment with the field.
Refer to Figure 1.2. If the direction of the magnetic field coincides with the z-axis of the co­
ordinate system an energy difference
1.2.1 The Energy Levels of a Spin System
= 2 ll B n
^ z 0 (1 .4 )
results.
Due to its lower energy, the ¡3 state is preferentially occupied. In order to stimulate a transition 
to the state of higher energy an energy quantum hv  is required, where
h v o = ^MzBq = yhBo ^
and if
a) =  2nv
then
(1.6)
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Figure 1.2 A Zeeman diagram, (a) In the absence of the magnetic field B 0 the spin-up and spin- 
down orientations are of equal energy, (b) The difference in energy between the two 
configurations spin up and spin down is proportional to the magnetic field strength B0 and to the 
corresponding precessional frequency co0. When energy of this frequency is applied, a spin from 
the lower energy state is promoted to the upper energy state. Also, a spin from the upper energy 
state is stimulated to surrender its energy and go to the lower energy state. Since there are more 
spins in the lower energy state there is a net absorption of energy by the spins in the sample, (c) 
Where chemical shielding is present the total magnetic field and energy difference is reduced 
from (b).
6Equation 1.6 describes the resonance condition where the radiation frequency exactly 
matches the energy gap. coQ is the Larmor frequency.
1.2.2 The Magnetic Properties of Other Nuclei in the Periodic Table
Some important nuclei in NMR are shown in Table 1.1. Of particular interest in the clinical 
application of NMR are 1H and 31 P} and to a lesser extent 13C, 19F and 170.
Not all nuclei possess magnetic moments. Generally for nuclei with even mass and atomic 
number / = 0. Those nuclei heavier than the proton have possible spin quantum numbers 
greater than one half. Here I is an integral multiple of 1 for even-odd nuclei, otherwise its is an 
integral multiple of 1/2.
Nuclei with I > 1/2 also possess a nuclear quadrupole moment as a result of a non-spherical 
distribution of nuclear charge. These nuclei interact with the electrical field due to the electron 
shell in the molecule that they occupy. Such interactions are significant in relaxation 
phenomena. The nuclei also possess spin states having more than two energy levels, 
between which transitions may be stimulated, even in the absence of an external magnetic 
field, and so demonstrate more than one resonant frequency.
The sensitivity of a nucleus to investigation depends on its magnetic moment which 
determines the energy difference between the spin states and consequently the population 
excess in the lower energy state.
Nearly all elements of the Periodic Table have an NMR active isotope.
Page 7
Nucleus Spin
Quantum 
Number, 1
Magnetic 
Moment, 
p (units
Of Pm)
Magneto- 
gyric 
Ratio, y 
(IO0 rad
r V )
Resonant 
Frequency, 
v0 (MHz at 
1.0 T)
Relative 
Sensitivity 
at constant 
field
Natural
Abundance
(%)
0.5 2.793 2.675 42.577 1.000 99.98
1 0.857 0.411 6.536 0.009 0.0156
1ÜB 3 1.801 0.288 4.575 0.02 18.83
n B 1.5 2.688 0.858 13.660 0.165 81.17
rJC 0.5 0.702 0.673 10.705 0.016 1.108
14N 1 0.404 0.193 3.076 0.001 99.635
' 6N 0.5 -0.283 -0.271 4.315 0.001 0.365
u 0 2.5 -1.893 -0.363 5.772 0.029 0.037i«F 0.5 2.627 2.517 40.055 0.834 100.0
"aSi 0.5 -0.555 -0.531 8.460 0.079 4.7031 p 0.5 1.132 1.083 17.235 0.066 100.0
Table 1.1 Properties of nuclei important for MRS of organic compounds. From Gunther3 Chapter 
1.
1.3 The Classical Model for the Isolated Proton
In this model absorption of energy via the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the 
nuclear moment causes the inversion of the magnetic vector //.
Refer to Figure 1.3a. The magnetic dipole in a uniform magnetic field experiences a torsional 
moment that induces an alignment with the direction of the field. The angular momentum of 
the nucleus however causes a precessional motion around the z-axis. The angular velocity of 
this motion is given by the equation
since the coQ vector points in the negative z-direction.
1.3.1 The Classical Model Applied to a Macroscopic Sample - the Boltzmann 
Distribution
Refer to Figure 1.3b. Under the influence of B Q and in a finite time, a system of many nuclei
approaches an equilibrium distribution between the energy levels. The Boltzmann distribution 
law determines that there is an excess population in the ground state
NT excited    k T
Nground ^ g)
Thus a macroscopic equilibrium magnetisation M of magnitude Mq is established.
If a linearly polarised field of frequency co = yBQ and amplitude 2B  stationary in the rotating
frame is applied by a transmitter on the x-axis, an interaction deflects M from its position at 
equilibrium along the z-axis, creating a transverse magnetisation in the/-direction. M
Page 9
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Figure 1.3 (a) A spinning charge with angular momentum P causes a magnetic moment jl i = y P. 
In a magnetic field its axis of rotation precesses about the field direction. From Derome8 Chapter 
4. (b) The thermal equilibrium distribution of individual nuclear moments p leads to a net magnetic 
moment. Only the moments of the excess ground state nuclei are shown. After a period Np > Na 
according to the Boltzman distribution law. Since the nuclear moments do not rotate in phase but 
are distributed over a conical envelope no component of the macroscopic magnetisation in the x-y 
plane exists. From Gunther3 Chapter 7.
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executes a precessional motion around the z-axis. The transverse magnetisation produced is 
detected by a receiving rf coil on the y-axis.
The deviation of M is proportional to the energy uptake of the system from B 1 and the NMR 
signal corresponds to the stationary state between nuclear excitation and relaxation.
At a field strength of 1.4 T and at room temperature A E for a proton is about 0.021 J /  mol and
the population excess in the lower state, which determines the probability of a transition, is 
about 0.001 %. Relatively weak signals have thus to be detected.
1.4 Relaxation Effects
The spins in a real system are not isolated but interact with one another. These interactions 
occur because the magnetic moments of the nuclei are in random motion. As a result both the 
transverse and longitudinal NMR signals are time-dependent.
1.4.1 Longitudinal Relaxation and Saturation
Immediately after excitation by the rf field the spins are no longer in thermal equilibrium
because all spin states are equally populated and Af < M0. During a time 77 spin-lattice
processes restore the thermal equilibrium and re-populate the lower energy levels by energy 
transfer from the spins to the environment. Refer to Figure 1.4a. Recovery to thermal 
equilibrium occurs exponentially and involves a change in system enthalpy, the energy
received by the environment being transformed to thermal energy. 77 is defined as the time
taken for the z component of M to be restored to 63 % of its original value following rf 
excitation. After three 77 periods, M is restored to 95 % of its original value.
In many NMR experiments multiple rf pulses are applied with an interval, TR, that is often less 
than that sufficient to allow complete relaxation. In such an experiment the longitudinal 
magnetisation, A f a t  the end of the initial interval, TR, is less than Mo. After a second
Page 11
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Figure 1.4 (a) 77 relaxation, (b) 72 relaxation.
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excitation pulse and interval TR the new longitudinal magnetisation M y  is less than M ’ but 
the difference between the two is less than that between M ’ and Mo. After several repetitions 
M is restored to the same steady state magnitiude prior to each excitation pulse. In this 
saturated steady state no further net absorption of energy is possible. To produce the steady 
state prior to data collection additional preparatory rf pulses are sometimes appended to 
pulse sequences.
The magnitude of the steady state equilibrium magnetisation Mi is a function of M0, T l} TR and 
the amplitude of the field B v Long 77 relaxation times and high rf amplitudes reduce the 
signal intensity i.e. saturate the resonance line. Shorter 77 broadens the resonance line 
because the lifetime of the nuclei in the excited state is decreased, causing an uncertainty in 
the determination of the energy difference and consequently in the resonant frequency. In 
organic liquids 77 for protons is of the order of a few seconds so that the spin-lattice 
relaxation time contributes not more than 0.1 Hz to the line width.
1.4.1.1 Saturation Effects in in vivo Spectroscopy
Saturation effects are a particular issue in in vivo spectroscopic experiments. Short repetition 
times mean that most metabolites of clinical interest, having relatively long relaxation times, 
have spins that are saturated. The degree of saturation differs with each spin type. As the 
amplitude of the received signal is only proportional to the number of spins when the spins 
are at thermal equilibrium, these effects must be considered when determining metabolite 
concentrations.
13
The rf field applied at resonance has two effects:
i. to change the relative populations of the up and down spin states
ii. to create a phase coherence between the jiixand jUy magnetisations for different
spins so giving non-zero M and M .
This phase coherence is destroyed by spin-spin relaxation.
As mentioned above, longitudinal relaxation usually contributes less than 0.1 Hz to the line 
width of the NMR transitions, however observed line widths may amount to several kilohertz 
in the case of solids. Another characteristic time, 72, accommodates this situation.
Refer to Figure 1.4b. 72 is the time required for the transverse component of M to decay to 
37% of its original value by irreversible processes. In the simplest case 77 = 72 for liquids, 
however, generally 72 < 77, the x-y  component of magnetisation reducing without the 
simultaneous increase in the z component.
The transition of a nucleus between spin states alters the local field at nearby nuclei at the 
correct frequency to stimulate a transition in the opposite direction. This process shortens the 
lifetime of the spin states and contributes to the NMR line width. The total energy of the 
system is constant whereas the system’s entropy changes.
There may be several factors contributing to a loss of transverse phase coherence in M. One 
is the movement of adjacent spins due to molecular vibration and rotation. This is responsible 
for true spin-spin relaxation 72. Another is the result of inhomogeneities in the magnetic field 
experienced by the nucleus, causing a change in coQ.
1.4.2 Transverse Relaxation
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i Manufacturing imperfections and external sources cause some non-uniformity in BQ.
ii. Imaging gradients, used for spatial localisation, generate magnetic field 
inhomogeneities.
iii. The different magnetic susceptibilities of adjacent regions in complex biological 
samples distort the local magnetic field near the interface.
Effective experimental design can eliminate the imaging gradients as a source of dephasing, 
thus the actual relaxation time, 72*, is given by
Three factors contribute:
T  2 *  T  2 T  2 T 2
magnet susceptibility ( 1 9 )
In liquid systems the dominant factor in the time dependence of M is magnetic field 
inhomogeneity in MQ. A spread of Larmor frequencies results from the exposure of the
individual nuclear spins to different external fields B ±  AB .
0 0
In dynamic chemical exchange processes where nuclei periodically change their Larmor 
frequencies the transverse relaxation time is reduced. In some cases this becomes the 
dominant mechanism for transverse relaxation and it may then be used to measure reaction 
rates in chemical kinetics.
Those contributions to 72* from sources which are unchanging with time, i.e. 72 andmagnet
72susceptibility’ can reversed by the application of a 180° rf pulse. Irreversible spin-spin
relaxation processes are unaffected by such pulses. Loss of phase coherence is due only to 
true 72 relaxation in this case. The application of 180° rf pulses in this manner will be shown
15
to be significant in Chapters Three and Four.
1.5 The Cellular Environment, the Effect of Bound Water on 77 and T2 and the 
Primary Mechanism For Tissue Contrast in Magnetic Resonance imaging
The cellular environment is generally far more complex than a two-phase bulk and bound 
water system. Cellular water is not an entirely free liquid. Research indicates that some 
structuring is present, even in pure water. In addition, in a dilute solution such as that found 
inside a living cell, some water will be associated with the solute. Refer to Figure 1.5. Solute 
molecules constrain the rotational freedom of the water molecules by inducing the formation 
of a hydration sheath, that is a layer of water several molecules thick and bound to the solute 
molecule. The water sheath is held by a combination of electrostatic forces due to the high 
dipole moment of water and by hydrogen bonding because of the proton donor and accepting 
sites.
Each cellular protein differs in the nature of the sites available to binding water. Ionic and 
polar groups attract water whilst -CH3 groups form hydrophobic regions. A similar range of
sites may be present at the surface of polysaccharides and nucleic acids. Membranes, 
comprising bilayers of lipids with the hydrophobic chain inwards, present sheets of polar 
groups to the cell water. These differences enable the differentiation of biological samples 
and tissue by their proton relaxation times and as such constitute the primary mechanism for 
tissue contrast in Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
In liquids and biological materials magnetic dipole-dipole Interaction is mainly responsible for 
spin-lattice and spin-spin energy exchange. The rotational and translational motion of a 
molecule causes a fluctuating magnetic field, possessing Bx’ and By’ and B ’ components. The 
fluctuations contain a band of frequencies dependent on the motion of the molecules. High 
frequency fluctuations occur where molecular motion is unconstrained. Low frequency 
fluctuations occur where the motion is constrained.
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designated at different distances from the binding surface. From Foster9 Chapter 1.
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It can be seen from the Bloch equations (given in Appendix One) that 77 processes are 
affected by the effective field, B, in *  and y only, whereas 72 processes are affected by the 
field in all three directions. Fluctuations in the z’ direction in the rotating frame appear as near 
zero frequencies when viewed in the laboratory frame as this is the axis of the main field 
about which precession occurs. 72 relaxation is thus initiated by frequencies close to co = 0 
originating from static dipolar fields. 77 relaxation is not sensitive to this range of frequencies. 
Fluctuations in x ’ and y ’ in the laboratory frame effectively have the Larmor frequency coQ
appended to them in the laboratory frame and thus appear as a band of frequencies centered 
on co0 in this frame. As both 77 and 72 are affected by the x and y field components both are 
sensitive to fluctuations in co0. The consequence of the above is that Tl is more sensitive to 
the frequency of the applied field than is 72, where co = 0  components are more important.
In Figure 1.5 an autocorrelation function is derived which for free water is less than 1011 s but
-8
which for bound water is 10 s. This model does not consider the exchange of water 
molecules between bound and free states. Such a model, called the fast exchange two state 
model10, considers the size of the bound water fraction, b, where the entire water is given as 
1, and provides the following equation:
—  -— + ( 1— — )
T 1 T l Tlobserved bound free  ^-| -j
Linked relaxation may occur between the water protons and the protons of the cellular protein 
molecules. This relaxation involves the coupling of spin-lattice relaxations of the different 
nuclei, where two protons exist close together and where the dipolar interaction enables them 
to exchange spin energy. In addition some line broadening may be at least partially induced 
by the diffusion of water molecules through microscopic magnetic field inhomogeneities 
present in the heterogeneous biological samples.
The presence of a paramagnetic ion close to the surface of the protein molecule significantly 
affects the relaxation behaviour of the solvent. The relaxation time is inversely proportional to
18
the square of the magnetic moment that causes the fluctuating field and the magnetic 
moment of an unpaired electron is larger than the nuclear magnetic moment by approximately
3
10 . Transition metal ions and organic free radicals have unpaired electrons in one or more 
orbitals. Thus Manganese, iron and copper salts reduce 77 and 72 in relation to the 
concentration of the paramagnetic material (the reduction in 72 is less than that due to water 
binding as the zero frequency components of the fluctuating field are less). As an example, 
the serum copper protein caeruloplasmin has a greater effect on relaxation in the oxidised 
(paramagnetic) state than in the reduced (diamagnetic) state. Changes in relaxation times as 
a result of different oxidation states may be of great importance in identifying several 
pathologies.
Finally, certain cells contain a considerable amount of mobile lipid in the form of triglyceride. 
These molecules coalesce to form hydrophobic fatty acid chains, the central portions of which 
are very flexible. This flexibility produces a long 72. Triglyceride molecules are closely packed 
in adipose tissue and hence such tissue has a high NMR-visible proton density. The reduced 
freedom of the protons relative to water produces a shorter Tl relative to wet tissue. Those 
protons comprising immobile lipids such as in membranes, and those of large protein 
molecules, demonstrate a short 72 due to their fixed positions.
1.6 The Chemical Shift and Spin Coupling
The resonant frequency of an individual nucleus within a molecule is influenced by the 
distribution of electrons in the chemical bonds of the molecule. This effect is called the 
chemical shift of the resonant frequency. The resonant frequency of the nucleus is thus 
dependent upon molecular structure.
The applied magnetic field B Q induces circulations in the electron cloud surrounding the
nucleus. According to Lenz’s law a magnetic moment ju opposed to B Q is produced. As a
result the local field at the nucleus is smaller than the applied field. This may be regarded as a 
shielding of the nucleus that reduces BQ by an amount equal to c t B q where a-is called the
19
shielding constant
B l o c a l  ~  B q ( 1  ° )
The shielding constant cris proportional to the electron density determined by the electronic 
orbitals at the molecular bond and in the simple case is composed of a diamagnetic and 
paramagnetic term. For molecular protons the paramagnetic contribution to the screening 
constant is negligible because of the large energy gap between the Is and 2p  orbitals, thus, 
for molecular protons, a  is always positive and for the local magnetic field at the nucleus 
B < B  .
local 0
A dimensionless quantity has been introduced for the chemical shift that is defined thus
and which determines that values quoted for the chemical shift are no longer field dependent. 
Table 5.1 shows chemical shifts that are associated with metabolites observed in in vivo 
neurological studies.
The nuclei comprising a molecule may interact such that the magnetic moment of one 
nucleus will cause a weak magnetic polarisation of the bonding electrons that is transmitted 
by way of the overlapping orbitals to a neighbouring nucleus. As a consequence, and 
depending on the spin state of the nuclei, the local magnetic field at the second nucleus is 
altered. This is called spin-spin interaction or spin coupling. The energy, E, of the spin 
coupling between two nuclei is proportional to the scalar product of their nuclear magnetic 
moments. Unlike the chemical shift, the energy of the spin coupling is independent of the 
applied external magnetic field.
X 106 parts per million (ppm) (1.12)
Refer to Figure 1.6a. Considering a two-spin system, in the absence of spin coupling, we
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Figure 1.6 A nuclear magnetic energy level diagram for a two-spin system, A and X. (a) Without 
spin coupling, (b) With spin coupling J, The low energy state is chosen as the antiparallel one so 
that eigenvalues (2) and (3) are stabilised whereas (1) and (4) are destabilised. From Gunther3 
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obtain four distinct states for two nuclei in an external magnetic field B Q. Both nuclear 
moments may be orientated parallel or antiparallel to BQ. The expected transitions for the 
nuclei have the same energy.
In the presence of spin coupling, shown at Figure 1.6b, the eigenvalues of the spin system 
are, as a consequence of coupling, either stabilised or destabilised according to the relative 
orientation of the nuclear moments. By convention the antiparallel orientation is chosen to be 
the lower energy state. The transitions for the nuclei between the energy states are no longer 
of equal energy.
Since the spin coupling is transmitted through the chemical bonds of the molecule and not 
through space the coupling effect is sensitive to the type of bonds and to their spatial 
orientation within the molecule.
1.6.1 Measurement of the Chemical Shift and Spin Coupling Provides Molecular 
Information
No further reference will be made to spin coupling in this thesis, however both spin coupling 
and the chemical shift effect may be used to obtain information from clinical NMR 
experiments in addition to that relating to tissue contrast derived from relaxation 
measurements. Chemical shift measurements enable the identification of nuclei and 
functional groups within molecules, elucidating the molecular structure. Measurement of in 
vivo chemical shift spectra can provide information about changes in the concentrations of 
metabolites, typical studies comparing the spectra of normal and pathological tissue. 
Techniques for making such measurements are described in Chapters Three and Four. The 
objective of these techniques is to detect signals from small concentrations of metabolites in 
the presence of a large concentration of water, typically 104 times, contained in a volume of 
the order of 1 cm3 and over a frequency range for 1H of around 5 ppm.
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Fourier Transform NMR and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
2.1 Fourier Transform NMR
Until the 1966 paper by Ernst and Anderson continuous wave measurement was the method 
of choice applied in NMR spectroscopy11. In continuous wave NMR the sample is stimulated 
with a single frequency source which is varied across a range of frequencies. The rate at 
which the frequency is varied depends on the required accuracy of the measurement and on 
the properties of the sample. The sample response is measured and plotted to yield a 
spectrum of responses as a function of frequency.
A typical proton spectrum of width 10 ppm corresponds on a 100 MHz spectrometer to a 
width of 1 kHz. To resolve a line spacing of 1 Hz the sweep rate is restricted to 1 Hz s'1, 
leading to an acquisition time of around fifteen minutes before signal averaging.
Ernst and Anderson recognised that instead of relatively weak continuous B  fields of one 
watt or less, strong B1 fields of several hundred kilowatts could be applied for a shorter
period, effectively as a radio-frequency impulse, the sample’s response to which would 
contain all of the characteristic frequencies almost instantaneously. The means were found 
afterwards to analyse the signals following such excitation.
The application of an rf pulse to the spin system causes a deflection of the macroscopic 
magnetisation vector M from the z-axis and induces ^^-magnetisation. The resulting Larmor 
precession around the z-axis causes the transverse magnetisation in the y-direction of the 
laboratory frame to be time dependent and an alternating voltage is detected in the receiving 
coil on the *-axis. This alternating voltage decays to zero with a time constant related to the 
spin-spin relaxation time 72. The received signal is called the free induction decay. In contrast
Chapter Two
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to the signal detected during the application of a low-powered continuous B 1 field, the free
induction decay is an emission signal, since the applied rf pulse is deactivated during signal 
detection.
The pulse angle, 6, for M is given by
6 = y B lt p (2.1)
where is the amplitude of the pulse and t is its duration.
Refer to Figure 2.1. If the above pulse is applied to a spin system those nuclei with Larmour 
frequencies v. within a range Av may be excited simultaneously. This is because a pulse- 
modulated rf field with carrier frequency vQ and pulse duration tpt where * «  1/4^Av, shown
at Figure 2.1a, produces side bands in the frequency spectrum shown at Figure 2.1b, within a 
range ±1/ tp. The frequency function is equivalent to multiple fields of different frequency
v. The situation corresponds to a spectrometer with multiple transmitters distributed equally
over the spectral range and capable of simultaneous excitation of all resonance lines. The rf 
field has become effectively polychromatic.
The free induction decay recorded in the time domain following such excitation and shown at
Figure 2.1c contains all of the information required to characterise the NMR signal in the
frequency domain. The representation of the signal in the frequency domain is shown at 
Figure 2.1 d. Av., where Av. = vQ - v., determines the position of the spectral line with respect to
v0 and 72* determines the lineshape.
In reality the free induction decay is more complex than that shown at Figure 2.1c, being a 
superposition of the decays of the individual resonance lines including noise. The advantage 
gained is that recording the time dependence of the decaying ^-magnetisation requires less 
time than recording the absorption spectrum by continuous irradiation. A device equivalent to
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Figure 2.1 (a) An rf pulse of frequency Vo and width tp. (b) The corresponding frequency 
components, (c) The free induction decay in the time domain, (d) The Lorentz curve in the 
frequency domain.
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the prism used in optical spectroscopy is needed to analyse the signal. Such a device is the 
Fourier transformation.
Transformation from one domain to the other, between the equivalent data sets, is possible 
via the mathematical Fourier transformation as shown
where the above is the time domain function, and the inverse frequency domain function is
The transformation is achieved digitally for N points by the discrete Fourier transform:
where F  is theyth point in the frequency domain, Tk is the k\h point in the time domain and N 
Is the total number of points.
2.2 Magnetic Field Gradients
The frequency of absorbed and emitted radiation from a proton is dependent on the magnetic
field strength that it experiences. The field is made spatially dependent by the application of 
magnetic field gradients achieved by small pertubations of the main field BQ.
An expanded version of the Larmor equation to accommodate magnetic field gradients is
f ( t ) = r F ( v ) e ' i2™ dv (2.2a)
(2.2b)
(2.3)
QJt = y ( B 0 +GTt)
1
(2.4)
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where co. is the frequency of the proton at position r. and G is a vector representing the total 
gradient amplitude and direction.
The image is then a frequency map of the protons generated by a unique magnetic field at 
each point in the image. The pixel intensity is proportional to the number of protons in the 
voxel weighted by the 77  and T2 relaxation times for the sample.
If the equilibrium magnetisation in a three dimensional sample is disturbed by selective 
excitation then reconstruction may be performed in the two dimensions of the slice plane. The 
resulting image is an average of the contributions from across the layer. The voxel then has 
its depth dimension determined by the slice thickness.
2.2.1 Slice Selection
A frequency-selective rf pulse is transmitted in the presence of a magnetic field gradient such 
that a narrow region of sample achieves the resonance condition. Application of an rf sine 
pulse, typically weighted with a Gaussian damping function to minimise distortions due to 
truncation of the pulse, excites a rectangular band of frequencies. The frequency response is
a delta function at the resonant frequency convolved with the Fourier transform of the pulse
envelope, thus
p(t)  = A cos (coQt + ( f ) . e (t)  (2.5)
where e(t) is the pulse envelope, being
0 for t < 0 and t > tp
1 for 0 < t < tp
on Fourier transform becomes
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p ( c o ) = r P ( t ) e ic*dt
J-co (2.6)
= S ( c o - c o 0) *  E{cd)
where
E (a j)  = sinc(ûtf) (2.7)
so that signal is observed from spins with frequencies in the range
A co ^ ^ Aco
coQ < co < coQ + -----
corresponding to spatial z co-ordinates in the range
Az Az
z z° T
The location of the excited slice is determined by the central frequency of the pulse. The slice 
thickness z is determined by the pulse bandwidth and gradient amplitude Gz such that
A co = - y  A z G z (2.8)
Generally the slice thickness is selected by adjusting G . The central frequency required to
bring the desired location into resonance is then calculated. The slice gradient orientation is 
perpendicular to the plane of the slice. Oblique slices not in one of the principal x, y or z 
gradient directions are generated by activating more than one gradient as the rf pulse is 
transmitted. This procedure is discussed more fully in Chapter Four.
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2.2.2 Frequency Encoding
The frequency-encoding or ‘read’ gradient provides one of the two image dimensions.
Following the excitation pulse the net magnetisation within the slice is orientated transverse to 
the main field BQ. The read gradient is applied during signal acquisition perpendicular to the
slice gradient direction causing the protons to precess at frequencies dependent upon their 
position within it. Then
co(x) = - y  x G x (2.9)
Each frequency co(x) is superimposed into the received signal. The total signal from each jc 
co-ordinate is given by
where p(x) is the projection of all the spins in the selected slice onto the jc axis and is given by
Resolution in the frequency encoding direction is determined by the field of view and by the
number of sampled data points. Smaller fields of view are achieved by increasing the strength 
of the read gradient Gx thus keeping the total receiver bandwidth constant.
2.2.3 Phase Encoding
(2 .10)
(2 .11)
The phase-encoding gradient provides the second image dimension and is perpendicular to 
both the slice and read gradient directions. The principle of phase encoding is based on the 
periodic nature of proton precession. In the presence of the phase-encoding gradient the
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precessional frequency of the proton will increase or decrease according to Equation 2.4. The 
degree of induced phase shift depends on the magnitude and duration of the gradient G .
Protons located at different points along the phase encoding direction will experience different
amounts of phase shift. Excitation and signal detection are repeated with an incremental 
change to G . The second Fourier transform converts signal amplitude at each read frequency 
from a function of Gy to a function of frequency.
For a proton at the chosen field of view each phase encoding step induces one half cycle of 
phase change relative to the previous phase encoding step. Spatial resolution in the phase 
encoding direction is given by
fie ld  o f  view
resolution  ----------------------------------- (2.12)
number o f  phase encode steps
2.3 Demodulation of the Received Signal
Nyquist information theory determines that two data points per cycle must be acquired in 
order to sample a modulating signal. Thus the sampling rate must equal or exceed twice the 
maximum frequency of the sampled signal. The resonant frequencies of protons are greater 
than most receivers are able to process. Accordingly a demodulated difference signal is 
generated and digitised based on the frequency of the input pulse. The read and phase 
encoding gradients are determined so that the Nyquist frequency o)Nyquist corresponds to 
protons located at the edge of the field of view. Aliasing occurs in both the read and phase 
encoding dimensions when nuclei outside the selected fields of view are excited. Here, in the 
read direction, the encoding frequency exceeds the Nyquist frequency and in the phase 
encoding direction protons undergo phase changes corresponding to frequencies greater 
than the Nyquist frequency. In both cases protons are mapped via the Fourier transform to a 
lower frequency where
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_ number o f  data points per acquisition /n H m
^  Nyquist ~  „  y. .. (  )2 x sampling time
The situation may be resolved in both cases by oversampling the free induction signal, 
effectively doubling the Nyquist frequency while maintaining the same gradient amplitude. 
The central range of those frequencies sampled is that used to form the image, the image 
being reconstructed with the horizontal and vertical dimensions set to half the number of data 
points sampled. The result is a double width image frame in which only the centre half is 
relevant. Aliasing in the frequency encoding direction may also be controlled by the 
application of a sharp cutoff lowpass filter after the demodulators, removing the signal with 
precessional frequency greatly exceeding the central frequency, corresponding to signal from 
regions of the sample too far off centre in the frequency encoding direction.
2.4 The Reciprocal Lattice Space in MRi
Most receivers perform two demodulations relative to the transmitter frequency, one with the 
reference signal shifted 90° in phase with respect to the transmitter phase. Such quadrature 
systems require that digitised data is stored as a complex data array with the real and 
imaginary parts corresponding to each receiver channel. The data matrix before Fourier 
transformation consists of the digitised data arranged as a grid of points with the read 
dimension conventionally displayed in the horizontal and the phase encoding dimension 
displayed in the vertical. The dimensions of the grid depend on the number of read data 
points and on the number of phase encoding steps. This forms a two-dimensional plane in the 
reciprocal lattice space known as ¿-space. Applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform 
provides the image - a frequency map of the proton signal intensity from a volume element 
weighted by the 77 and 72 relaxation times of the sample contained within the volume. The 
Fourier transform, being not instantaneous following the excitation pulse, mixes the 
absorption and dispersion modes so that the resulting spectrum is a linear combination of the 
two. This magnitude spectrum cannot be related directly to the density of the spins producing
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the signal. In spectroscopic applications quantitative analysis of peak areas may be 
performed on the separated spectra following phase correction. This procedure is discussed 
again in Chapter Five.
The central portion of the data set in ¿-space consists of lines acquired with low phase 
encoding gradient amplitude and high signal amplitude. These data points determine the 
image contrast. Peripheral lines have high gradient amplitude and low signal amplitude and 
give edge definition to the image.
Because the negative and positive phase encoding amplitude induce opposite phase shifts to 
the protons, the matrix before transformation displays Hermitian conjugate symmetry about 
the horizontal axis. In Echo Planar Imaging sequences, discussed in Chapter Three, where 
the signal has decayed due to 72 by the end of the encoding process, information about the 
higher spatial frequencies and corresponding to small image features, Is lost. The minimum 
TE, and thus the period available for 72 decay, may be reduced by exploiting this conjugate 
symmetry of ¿-space, sampling only the real part of the frequency domain and generating the 
imaginary part by convolution of the signal with a cosine function. Sampling slightly more than 
half of ¿-space provides phase information which may then applied to correct the image.
2.5 Extracting Chemical Shift Information
NMR’s most powerful characteristic, its ability to identify individual chemical species, is often 
limited in MRI to the localisation of water and fat. Most metabolites in 1H spectroscopy have 
signals resonating between the frequencies for water and fat. These metabolites do not 
usually contribute to the image contrast due to their negligible concentrations and to the 
broadening of the water and fat linewidths. Phase information contained in the NMR signal is 
isolated by the sequences described in Chapters Three and Four to provide information about 
the chemical shift of protons attached to these metabolites.
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Fast Chemical Shift Imaging by the Echo Planar Imaging Technique
3.1 Why Perform Fast Chemical Shift Imaging Experiments?
As described already in Section 1.6, in NMR, after an initial excitation, the quantum spins of 
identical nuclei dephase at different rates according to their individual chemical environments. In 
a paper in 1985 relating to fast chemical shift imaging12 it was suggested that since signal 
intensity variations arising from this effect were often large enough to generate artifacts in images 
produced by existing fast imaging sequences, these variations might also provide additional 
information that could be extracted by appropriate fast experiments and data manipulations.
This concept had already been demonstrated in the slower classical Chemical Shift Imaging (CSI) 
experiment13,14, detecting and encoding the chemical shift as an additional modulation of the 
received signal and spatially encoding this information as a chemical map (refer to Figure 3.1a). 
CSI is an established research tool for studying in vivo biochemistry and metabolic pathways16, 
being developed originally to obtain separate images from water-bound and fat-bound protons. Its 
most serious limitation is its long experimental duration. In the CSI experiment spatial information 
is encoded solely by phase encoding in all spatial dimensions and the signal is acquired in the 
absence of magnetic field gradients. Data is sampled on a rectilinear grid and reconstructed by a 
Fast Fourier Transform. Phase encoding is attractive because acquisition and reconstruction are 
simple operations, however it imposes severe restrictions on the experimental design, tightly 
linking spatial resolution and imaging time17. The imaging time is fixed to an integer multiple of 
phase encode steps multiplied by the repetition period. For example, the acquisition of a three- 
dimensional image of 1 6 x 1 6 x 1 6  pixels would require 2.3 hours with a repetition time typical of 
in vivo 1H brain metabolite studies of two seconds. In addition CSI is affected by the inherent low 
sensitivity of NMR (refer to Section 1 .3.1) thus as voxel size decreases with increasing spatial
Chapter Three
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Figure 3.1 (a) The Chemical Shift Imaging sequence. From Pohmann ef a/16 1997. (b) The Echo 
Planar Imaging sequence. From Cohen and Weisskoff15 1991.
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resolution the acquisition time must be increased still further to maintain an adequate signal to 
noise ratio.
To overcome the problem of long acquisition times fast CSI sequences derived from the Echo 
Planar Imaging (EPI) technique have been introduced 12,18'22, acquiring (Nx x Ns) data points from 
Ny excitations instead of Ns data points from (Nx x Ny) excitations, thereby reducing the phase 
encoding dimension by one. These fast CSI sequences are particularly beneficial where dynamic 
metabolic processes are to be observed and where the signal to noise ratio is not a limiting factor.
The EPI experiment itself is an extremely fast NMR imaging technique that is capable of 
producing complete images in a fraction of a second. It achieves this by mapping the two- 
dimensional reciprocal lattice space from one free induction decay. An extension of the EPI 
technique, incorporating a third dimension, enables the acquisition of both spatial and chemical 
shift information. Refer to Figures 3.1b and 3.5c. The presence of different chemical species 
provides controlled dephasing in the same manner as a continuous phase encoding gradient in a 
conventional EPI experiment18. This may be seen on a k-space diagram as an evolution along the 
chemical shift axis.
3.2 Existing Methods
Refer to Figure 3.2. Early spectroscopic EPI sequences produced a series of gradient echoes by 
periodically inverting an external field gradient. In these experiments the signal is thus modulated 
by the external gradient to give spatial information and, since the effect of the external gradient is 
cancelled at each echo maximum, a spectroscopic free induction decay is obtained from the 
envelope of the echo train, subject to some rearrangement described in this section. The 
remaining second spatial dimension is encoded by phase modulation of the echo train.
Figure 3.2 (a) PREP sequence in which G, is zero and with alternating initial phase of the Gy 
modulating gradient, (b) EPSM sequence in which the Gx gradient is introduced with amplitude 
less than Gy and period 4xx longer than 4xy. Modulation of Gx gives a series of echoes whose 
amplitudes first decay then grow again in a series of slower echoes modulating the fast echoes. 
Four separate experiments corresponding to permutations of ±GX and ± Gy are required. From 
Mansfield19 1984.
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Both the Projection Reconstruction Echo Planar (PREP) spectroscopic imaging, requiring the
rotation of the oscillating field gradient for each projection, and the Echo Planar Shift Mapping
(EPSM) spectroscopic imaging technique were originally described in 198419. The theory
12
describing EPSM  is extrapolated to a computer simulation in a later paper in which the starting 
point for the simulation is taken as the equation for the free induction decay signal in the rotating 
reference frame:
5(0 = r .p . f f p ( x ,
where p(x,y) is the spin density within the slice, y is the gyromagnetic ratio, G (t ’) and G (t’) are
x y
linear time-dependent magnetic field gradients and S(x,y) is the isotropic chemical shift. This 
equation is manipulated to give two functions that describe the signal evolution in either a positive 
or negative read gradient. Splicing of these functions gives two new functions that represent the
evolution of the spin system in either a wholly positive gradient, S +, or a wholly negative gradient, 
S . The spliced positive time function is given by
5  ++ ( 0  = X .  X /,„  tx ty P m  cos[/Aa>, + mt\my + ]t (3.2)
where I, m and n are integers, S£n is the nth chemical shift common to sites with density p'{m and 
AxAy is the pixel area. In practice these generated functions are obtained by adding together two 
echo sequences. Each function contains complete spatial and chemical shift information. Refer to 
Figure 3.3. Fourier transformation of one of these functions produces a stick spectrum whose 
stick positions are modified by the chemical shift terms. Three-dimensional mapping of an object 
having discrete chemical shift regions is achieved.
3.2.1 The PREP and EPSM Experiments
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Figure 3.3 (a) An object field comprising three circular tubes each containing a substance with a 
different chemical shift, (b) An r-8 map generated from one pass of the PREP sequence with an 
object as in (a). Collapse along the 5-axis gives the projection of the object in Gr. (c) Collapse 
along the /--axis gives the normal chemical shift spectrum. This is invariant to projection direction, 
(d) Object field comprising three homogeneous disks, two of which are of equal size and contain 
material with chemical shift 5t while the third smaller disk, contains material of shift 52. Shown also 
are the two continuous spin projection profiles along the y and .v-axis. Here, both the object field 
axes are divided Into eight steps running 0 to 7. (e) This is the stick spectrum of the object field in 
a modulated + Gy gradient, i.e. after editing and splicing two spin echo sequences. This is the form 
of the data obtained in a PREP experiment. As drawn signal occurs only at yi, y2, y3, y4, ys and y6. 
Sticks at yt and y2 are doublets, the second peaks arising from 52. (f) Examples of the further 
splitting of y sticks into x-y sticks on the application of a modulated Gx gradient. The cases shown 
are y2 and y5. As drawn for y2, signal appears only at jc1( *2, .v3, x$ and * 6. The * 5 and .t6 sticks are 
displaced to S2. This is the form of the data obtained in the EPSM experiment, (g) Rearrangement 
of a full set of EPSM stick spectra in (e) into a third angle projection revealing the four­
dimensional character of the spin information corresponding to the object of (d). (h) Projection of 
the re-ordered array (g) along the 5-axis to give the spin density image. The spot blackness and 
size represent spin density, (i) Projection of the re-ordered array (g) along the *-axis to give the y-S 
streak map. (j) Projection of the re-ordered array (g) along the y-axis to give the x-8 streak map. 
From Mansfield19 1984.
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The former experiment, PREP, omitting projection reconstruction, is a standard EPI experiment in 
the absence of the phase encoding gradient, yielding a two-dimensional chemical shift ‘streak 
map’ (Figure 3.3b). The effect of modulating a second field gradient, assumed to be at a lower 
modulation frequency, is to produce a slow amplitude modulation of the faster echoes produced 
by the first gradient. This additional modulation splits the stick spectra into multiplets (Figure 3.3f). 
This is the form of the data obtained in the EPSM experiment. The spin density and its chemical 
shift are provided for every point in the x, y-plane. In addition projection along the S -axis gives the 
spin density map (Figure 3.3h). Projection along the *-axis gives the y-S density plot (Figure 3.3i) 
which is the result obtained previously in the absence of a second field gradient. Similarly 
projection along the y-axis gives the x-Sdensity plot (Figure 3.3j).
The approach described enables the acquisition of the chemical shift spectrum simultaneously for 
an array L, M of points and in such a form that only a one-dimensional fast FT is necessary to 
extract all of the multidimensional information. It represents a factor LM gain in speed over 3DFT 
methods.
3.2.2 Another Approach
Refer to Figure 3.4. In a slower but simpler experiment by Matsui et a P  odd and even-numbered 
echoes were separately rearranged in a manner similar to the splicing technique applied 
previously to give two sets of two-dimensional echo arrays, again providing both spatial and 
spectroscopic data. The signal time-development along the r^-axis is determined purely by the
internal spectroscopic interactions, because along the this axis the effect on the signal of the 
external field-gradient is quenched so long as the progression in time of the external field gradient 
is periodic. Conversely, the time development along the r-axis, i.e. the echo shape, is dominated 
by the temporarily time-independent external local interaction.
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Figure 3.4 (a) A high-speed MRS sequence, (b) Odd and even-numbered echoes are separately 
rearranged to give two sets of two-dimensional echo arrays. Development of the signal along the 
ts axis is determined by the internal spectroscopic interactions since along this axis the effect on 
the signal of the external field gradient is quenched if G,(r) is periodic. Conversely development 
along the tx axis, i.e. each echo shape, is dominated by the temporarily time-independent external 
local interaction. From Matsui e ta P  1986.
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The above rearrangement, through the introduction of two time axes, is described using a 
quantum mechanical formalism by Matsui et al as follows:
the rotating frame spin Hamiltonian of the sample may be written as
where H(r, t) is the rotating spin Hamiltonian of the object, H5 represents the internal 
spectroscopic interactions involving chemical shifts and spin-spin coupling and where
H x - ? X G x l z ^  ^
represents the external local interaction generated by G giving spatial information X.
The quadrature-detected complex signal S(t), which takes the form of an echo train, is given by
5 ( 0  = J I x} ^
where (r) represents the spatial distribution of the spins, A is the Liouville operator and where T2 
effects are neglected for simplicity. Compare this equation with Equation 3.1.
If the signal is sampled periodically at times when
(3.6)
a discrete FID, representing the envelope of the echo train modulated by low frequency 
spectroscopic information, may be obtained thus
(3.7)
which when shifted in time and so taking into account the partial inclusion of the local interaction 
into the spectroscopic FID becomes
Finally, since H is time independent during A t and [Hy.H*] = 0, Equation 3.8 is written in a form 
suitable for a two-dimensional Fourier transformation
The technique depends critically on the periodicity of the field gradient. The effect of the 
Hamiltonian representing the external local interaction generated by Gx is quenched along the ts
axis only if Gv(r) is periodic. This periodicity is difficult to achieve. Matsui et al describe a precision 
technique for the adjustment of field gradient inversion timings where errors produced by field 
gradient generators disturb the computer-controlled Gx(t) sequence. Pulse sequence timing is 
considered again in Section 4.6.4.
S (ts + At) =  J  d r p ( r )T r { I+
(3.8)
S ( fs , t x ) = J d r p ( r y r r { l t e ^ e ^ I x }
(3.9)
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A more serious difficulty is that the minimum sampling time along the spectroscopic axis is limited 
by the field gradient inversion period, thus the spectral bandwidth is limited by the reciprocal of 
this period. The period must be much longer than the switching time, which for most systems is 
limited to no less than 0.1 ms, and often to a higher value. This means that the available 
bandwidth may not exceed approximately 1 kHz. The period can be reduced, and the bandwidth 
increased, by shortening the duration of the gradient lobes whilst also increasing their amplitude, 
or more effectively by combining several echo trains and thereby acquiring additional free 
induction decay amplitudes, thus providing a larger echo array and an expanded spectral 
bandwidth. Limitations placed on the spectral bandwidth are considered again in Sections 3.4 and
5.1.
3.2.3 The PEEP Experiment
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Guilfoyle et al published results obtained using the Phase Encoded Echo Planar (PEEP) 
sequence. The timing sequence and ¿-space diagram for PEEP  are shown at Figure 3.5. Results 
obtained using the sequence are shown at Figure 3.6. The experiment is the Fourier variant of 
PREP. The signal is repeatedly dephased and rephased in the presence of a rapidly switching 
bipolar read gradient common to all EPI experiments. The resulting signal is a series of gradient- 
recalled echoes. The echoes are modified in amplitude by a spin echo envelope. Both sides of ks
are sampled and signal loss due to inhomogeneities in the main field is minimised by the spin 
echo technique. The chemical shift effect causes dephasing and signal evolution in the ks
direction. A complete mapping of the k -k plane is made from one rf excitation. Consecutive
experiments following an increment in the phase-encoding gradient encode information for the 
second spatial dimension. A complete (x, y, S ) array is thus obtained.
The sequences described so far are compared at Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.5 (a) The PEEP sequence, (b) The pre-sample evolution in the ¿„¿¿-plane due to the 
phase-encoding gradient and the n pulse. The ¿,-axis is perpendicular to this plane. The dotted 
line represents the ky.¿¿-plane shown in (c) where the data sampling begins. This plane is moved 
along the ¿¿-axis as the phase-encoding gradient is incremented. From Guilfoyle et a/18 1989.
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Figure 3.6 PEEP results from a phantom consisting of a test tube of water and a bottle of toluene 
(C6H5CH3). (a) The y-5 streak map. The streak map is a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the 
data acquired with no phase encoding and shows the separate proton resonances for water and 
for carbon-hydrogen bonds. This is integrated along the y-axis to give the total proton spectra 
from the selected slice (b). Although a three-dimensional data set is obtained giving a two- 
dimensional image at each of the sampled points along the chemical shift axis only the images 
corresponding to resonance peaks are shown in (c). The combined image is shown in the bottom 
right hand corner. From Guilfoyle et a/18 1989.
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Year Sequence/ 
Author
Sample Resonant 
Frequency 
(MHz at 1.0 T)
Sampling
Dimension
Sampling
Time
Spectral
Bandwidth
and
Chemical
Shift
Resolution
1983 EPSM /
PREP,
Mansfield
theoretical 4 8 a, 8 , 16. 64 ms per 
echo train
64 ppm, 
4ppm/point
1985 EPSM, 
Guilfoyle / 
Mansfield
water /
perfluorobenzene / 
trifluoroacetic acid
4b 8 , 8 , 16 30.72 ms 88  ppmc, 8 
ppm/point
1985 EPSM,
Matsui
acetone / benzene / 
Fe(3)acetylacetone
21,28b 32, 32, 32* 4.99 ms 5.1 ppm, 0.6 
ppm/point
1987 PREP,
Doyle
fluorine 64, 64, 64 4.26
minutes
20 0  ppm, 
0.18
ppm/point
1989 PEEP,
Guilfoyle
water / toluene 2 1 .6 6 64, 64, 128e 256 ms 22.7 ppm, 
0.18
ppm/point
1989 PEEP,
Guilfoyle
human mid-calf 2 1 .6 6 64, 64, 128s 128 ms 45.4 ppm, 
0.36
ppm/point
Table 3.1 Chemical shift resolution achieved in spectroscopic echo planar imaging sequences, (a) 
Interpolated to 1024 points, half of which zero filled in the FT. (b) Gradient switching time 50 ps. 
(c) For fluorine compounds, (d) Spatial dimensions interpolated to 128 points, (e) Spatial 
resolution 3 mm.
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Pohmann et a/16 evaluated the performance of different CSI sequences by their sensitivity, a 
parameter which measures how efficiently the available magnetisation Is used by the sequence, 
and defined as
3.3 Fast Chemical Shift Imaging Sequences May be Evaluated by Their Sensitivity
where Temrimen, is the experimental duration.
3.3.1 Optimising Sensitivity
In any experiment this parameter is optimised with respect to the excitation angle, the repetition 
time and the time for acquisition. The accumulated magnetisation per unit time for a Free 
Induction Decay (FID) has a maximum for short repetition times. For an unfiltered FID the signal 
to noise ratio has a maximum for an acquisition time of 1.2672*. Combining the above demands 
that the repetition time be approximately equal to the acquisition time, that is between 1.2  and 1.3  
times 72*, where the exact value depends on 77 and 72*. Pohmann et al described how the 
application of a matched filter In the time domain of the form e v n ' removes the decay in 
sensitivity that would otherwise occur for acquisition times longer than 1.26 72*, where long 
acquisition times are used to achieve higher spectral resolution.
For sequences employing a spin echo the optimum acquisition time is twice that for an FID. Here 
the accumulated magnetisation per unit time is found to be a maximum for repetition times 
between 77 and 277, the exact value depending on 77 and the echo time. Optimal filtering may be 
achieved where the function e V7r is applied to the first half of the echo and e *t/7r to the second 
half. For multi-echo experiments an improvement in signal to noise as a function of the number of
'F  =
signal to noise ratio
(3.10)
experim ent
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echoes and the echo time is found. In all cases the Ernst angle is assumed to be used for 
excitation.
The decision to employ a gradient echo or spin echo sequence for a given sample depends on its 
72 value. As the spectral resolution is increased so does the echo time for a spin echo 
experiment and thus 72 losses cause the spin echo sensitivity to fall below that of the FID variant. 
Where 72 is long extension to a multi-echo experiment becomes beneficial.
3.3.2 The Performance of EPF Based Techniques Evaluated by Their Sensitivity
Pohmann et al measured the performance of EPI-based spectroscopic imaging techniques 
against the classical CSI experiment which is described as the gold standard for sensitivity. Refer 
to Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7a shows sensitivity as a function of spectral resolution. Figure 3.7b shows 
the experimental duration as a function of the spatial resolution (the horizontal axis is labelled in 
error in the original paper). The data shown are for a model CSI experiment applying parameters 
consistent with a typical 1H measurement in the human brain and constant for all sequences 
except EPSM where an increased gradient strength is required. In PREP  and PEEP the 
acquisition time is as long as in classical CSI and the acquisition duty cycle approaches 100%, 
that is to say every echo is acquired completely, the only loss of signal occurring as acquisition is 
suspended during the gradient switching periods. Gradient waveforms that enable continuous 
sampling even during the gradient switching periods are discussed in Sections 4.6.5 and 5.1. In 
single-shot techniques such as EPSM frequent gradient switching degrades the achievable 
sensitivity. Some of the reduction in sensitivity in these techniques Is however recovered as only 
one excitation is required, hence saturation effects do not arise and all of the longitudinal 
magnetisation is available from a 90° excitation pulse.
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Figure 3.7 (a) Sensitivity of fast CSI sequences as a function of spectral resolution, (b) Duration 
of fast CSI sequences as a function of spatial resolution (the horizontal axis is labelled in error in 
the original paper). The data shown are for a model CSI experiment applying parameters 
consistent with a typical 1H measurement in the human brain and constant for all sequences 
except EPSM  where an increased gradient strength is required. From Pohmann et a/161997.
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3.4 A New Sequence -  Phase Encoded Pi Echo Planar Imaging (PEPI)
Refer to Figures 3.8 and 3.9. A new sequence is shown, in which the field gradient, unlike that in 
PEEP, is unipolar, and in which spin echoes are induced by the application of 180° radio­
frequency pulses. As lost signal is periodically recovered by rf refocussing, the dephasing effects 
of the external field gradient and of main field inhomogeneities are removed. Thus, signal 
strength is limited only by true T2 relaxation effects.
In order to obtain information about the chemical shift a delay is included, prior to alternate 
acquisitions, to allow some dephasing of the nuclear spins due to chemical shift effects in 
isolation, and hence evolution in the ks direction. Recall the limitation imposed on the spectral
bandwidth in Section 3.2.2. The introduction of a delay to enable phase evolution in ks provides 
control of the acquisition bandwidth and resolution in that direction, independent of the imaging 
filter bandwidth which is dictated by the sampling rate in the read direction.
All even echoes are mapped to the positive side of ¿-space and all odd echoes to the negative 
side thus requiring centre-out reordering before Fourier transformation to reverse the sense of 
phase encoding from alternate acquisition windows. Unipolar gradients render any DC offset in BQ
unimportant and as sampling occurs during a steady gradient the importance of fast gradient rise 
times is reduced. Replacing the slice selection gradient along the z-axis with a second phase 
encoding gradient allows extension of the technique to three spatial dimensions.
The development of this new sequence, utilising the capabilities of the SMIS MR3040 Oblique 
Gradient Waveform Generator, is described in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Four 
Development of the PEPI Pulse Sequence
4.1 Special Instrumentation for Imaging in the Oblique Plane - Conversion to the 
MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator
Development of the PEPI sequence was initiated by SMIS Limited to exploit the capabilities of 
the MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator, and thus to achieve more accurate 
volume localisation, ultimately in real time, during in vivo spectroscopic imaging experiments. 
The introduction of the MR3040 has required new controlling software to be developed. The 
software for the PEPI experiment is derived from existing SMIS MR3031 software relating to 
Echo Planar Imaging sequences. A discussion of the issues arising in conversion from 
MR3031 software to MR3040 software, where these issues relate to experimental procedure, 
is given in this chapter. For detailed information regarding the operation of SMIS MRI systems 
the reader is referred to the appropriate SMIS documentation.
The freedom to select the slice plane is an advantage that MRI has over x-ray and CT where 
the slice is normal to the detector axis. The orientation of the MRI slice plane is determined by 
selecting an appropriate direction for the slice select gradient. As previously described in 
Chapter Two, oblique slices not in one of the principal x, y or z gradient directions are 
generated by activating more than one gradient as the rf pulse is transmitted. The MR3040 
provides three analogue output channels for this purpose.
4.1.1 The MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator
The predecessor to the MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator, the MR3031, 
provided only two analogue and five TTL outputs for gradient control which were 
programmable with external waveform files in addition to modulation and timing signals from 
an MR3020 Pulse Programmer. The unit enabled gradient offsets but not gradient rotation.
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Figure 4.1 The MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator. From SMIS Limited.23 1995.
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Refer to Figure 4.1. Up to 64k instructions are held by a programmable sequencer within the 
MR3040 board. The sequencer assigns these instructions to particular gradient channels, 
reading the required waveforms from those held in a RAM waveform store. A dedicated AT&T 
DSP32C Digital Signal Processor performs real time calculation of transformation matrices 
and subsequently matrix multiplication on these waveforms. The matrices specify the gradient 
rotation, linear gradient scaling and phase encoding. Each gradient channel has a primary 
and secondary channel associated with it that may contain separate waveforms and be
23
governed by separate rotation matrices . These channels are then multiplied by the 
Multiplier/ACcumulator (MAC) before Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) to provide x, y 
and z analogue gradient outputs.
4.1.2 New Pulse Programming Language Keywords for the MR3040 and the Pulse 
Sequence Design for the PEPI Experiment
The PEPI experiment has been encoded into the SMIS Pulse Programming Language (PPL), 
a hybrid version of the C++ programming language developed especially for SMIS MRI 
systems. A set of high level PPL functions has been provided by SMIS which utilises the low 
level MR3040 instructions held in the MR3040’s sequencer memory.
A reproduction of the experiment as it is executed by PPL is provided in Appendix Two. The 
sequence timing diagram for the experiment is shown at Figure 3.8 and the resulting ¿-space 
map at Figure 3.9. The experimental parameters used are listed at the beginning of the PPL 
code in the section labelled
! ' PARAMLIST
and are reproduced in this thesis at Table 4.1.
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The PPL program is examined by a C Pre-Processor which expands macros, includes 
external files and writes the results to an intermediate file. The intermediate file Is compiled to 
a low level Forth file which is sent to an MR3020 Pulse Programmer.
4.1.3 Oblique Image Orientation
SMIS pulse programming code includes calculations to enable the MR3040 Oblique Gradient 
Waveform Generator to perform oblique image orientation. This code is marked in Appendix 
Two as
W PILOT SOFTWARE
The orientation of the image co-ordinate system is defined with respect to the physical axes of 
the gradient system by the keyword
OBLIQUE.ORIENTATION
which defines rotation angles in *, y and z. Gradient offsets, corresponding to equivalent 
offsets in the image, are encoded in frequency in the slice and read direction^and in 
increments In the receiver phase in the phase direction for each new line of k-space. The 
increment in the receiver phase takes place within the phase encoding loop, having the effect 
of a pseudo frequency shift in the phase-encode direction.
4.1.4 Defining Gradient Strength and Polarity for the MR3040 -  Mixing 16 and 32 Bit 
Data Types
The MR3040 has 16 bit gradient definition whereas its predecessor, the MR3031, had only 
twelve bit gradient definition. The MR3040 gradient parameters are expressed in DAC units 
as a fraction of the maximum gradient output. Care is taken when performing calculations and 
assigning values to variables in PPL to avoid overflow when mixing the two data types. For 
historical reasons the SMIS application VARSETUP’ returns a negative value from the
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CREATE_MATRIX
introduces a negative multiplier to ensure a positive output from the MR3040 board. 
‘PARSETUP’ calculates the amplitude of the gradient lobe in the slice direction, and of the 
initial value of the gradient lobe in the phase encode direction, on the basis of a selective 
pulse having a 1500 Hz bandwidth and on a phase encode gradient lobe of 2 ms duration 
respectively. These calculations are adjusted in the pulse program for the selective pulse and 
gradient ramp time actually selected. The slice gradient rephase and read gradient dephase 
lobes may be adjusted in real time during the execution of the sequence in the absence of 
data acquisition. Calculations supporting this adjustment are included inside the sequence 
execution loop.
4.2 The Radio-Frequency Excitation and Refocussing Pulses
Refer to Figure 4.2. The SMIS rf transmission system shown, and used in the development of 
the PEPI sequence, contains several sub-systems common to all MRI scanners - a 
modulator, an amplifier, an antenna, and a power supply. The modulator is supplied with a 
sine wave at twice the proton resonant frequency by a frequency synthesiser and performs 
gating and amplitude modulation of the output. It also performs phase shifts of the output in 
steps of 90° and in smaller increments over a reduced range via two fast comparators. The 
modulator output is connected to a power amplifier the output of which is connected to the 
probe via a diplexer and is used to irradiate the sample.
The transmitted rf signal may be considered as consisting of both a centre carrier frequency 
produced as a phase coherent signal by the frequency synthesiser which is mixed with the rf 
envelope containing a range of frequencies prior to amplification. The digital points 
comprising the rf envelope are converted to an analogue signal prior to mixing with the carrier 
frequency. The phase of the excitation pulse may be alternated by the frequency synthesiser 
to reduce stimulated echo artifacts due to pulse imperfections, refer to Section 4.6.2.
parameter file to PPL where the MR3040 function
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Figure 4.2 The radio-frequency system. From SMIS Limited. 198924.
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4.3 Signal Detection and Filtering
Quadrature detection is performed by the same circularly polarised transmit-receive coil as 
used to transmit the excitation pulse, in which two coils are present, the second being rotated 
90° from the first (refer to Section 2.4). Accordingly the out of phase components of the 
circularly rotating field components cancel while the in phase components add coherently, 
representing a 40% improvement in efficiency relative to a linearly polarised system for the 
same proton rotation.
The demodulator input is fed via two mixers with the output of a preamplfier connected to the 
probe coil. The quadrature reference inputs to the mixers are generated in the demodulator 
from a signal at twice the frequency supplied to the demodulator. The demodulator outputs 
are connected to two 4th order Bessel lowpass filters, having a programmable cutoff 
frequency. The filters perform lowpass filtering of the signal prior to digitisation of the signal.
4.4 ADC Conversion and Data Sampling
. Following demodulation and filtering the analogue signal is digitised and sampled Nx times 
during an acquisition period Tacq for each of Ns lines acquired in k-space. This process is 
repeated Ny times to produce a data set of (Nx x NsX Ny) points (refer to Section 3.1). a re­
ordering of data at image reconstruction compensates for having traversed ¿-space from the 
centre outwards (refer to Table 4.1). The inclusion of the keyword
NCLECHOES
in PPL prepares the Digital Signal Processor to receive a large three or four-dimensional data 
set from the MR3020 Pulse Programmer, the echo loop occurring in Appendix Two outside 
the sampling loop and inside the loop for averaging at the slice level.
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The spatial sampling time t is defined as Tacq / Nx giving, following Fourier transformation, a 
spectrum having Nx sampled points at intervals (1/ Tacq) Hz per point and a bandwidth of 
Nx / Tacq using quadrature detection. For those EPI-based spectroscopic imaging techniques 
described in Chapter Three other than PEPI the spectral sampling time and bandwidth are 
equal to TE (and to Tacq where acquisition is continuous through gradient switching) and 
Ah  lTtotal respectively, where Ttotai is the time taken to acquire one complete kx-ks plane in k- 
space. Recall from Section 3.2.2 that the spectral sampling time in this case is limited by the 
gradient inversion period and likewise the spectral bandwidth is limited by the reciprocal of 
this period. The upper limit for Tlolal is set empirically, being limited by the signal decay T2*. 
Extending Ttotal beyond this limit reduces the signal to noise ratio and prolongs the 
measurement time, resulting in an overall reduction in sensitivity (refer to Section 3.3).
Compare Figures 3.5c and 3.9. Recall from Section 3.4 that the spectral bandwidth in the 
PEPI sequence is no longer limited by the reciprocal of the gradient inversion period. The 
spatial and spectral parameters are made independent by the introduction of a chemical shift 
delay ts, giving a spectral bandwidth and resolution of 1/ 15 and 1/ N$ ts respectively. Notice 
also that due to the introduction of rf refocussing the signal decay is no longer limited by 72*.
4.5 Implementing PEPI at Low Field Strength
In Section 4.6 a critical discussion of the PEPI pulse sequence, as implemented on a low field 
system, is presented. Some means of improvement In both data acquisition and image 
reconstruction are suggested. The results of initial experiments are first presented in this 
section, preceded by a consideration of the anticipated effect of the pulse sequence on the 
transverse magnetisation, and the subsequent form of the received signal containing 
chemical shift Information.
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4.5.1 Simulation of the Evolution of Transverse Magnetisation by Solution of the 
Bloch Equations
A mathematical model may be constructed, based on the Bloch equations, to predict the 
phase evolution of the net magnetisation in x  and y  when subjected to an external magnetic 
field and rf pulse sequence. The same model can be extended to include the effects of 
relaxation on the system, and further to include the effect of a chemical shift offset in the 
observed signal. The Bloch equations are reproduced in Appendix One, where the 
components of the net magnetisation Mx and My for a macroscopic sample are resolved as a 
function of the frequency offset co0 - co. A computer simulation representing such a model has 
been produced by the MRI Group at The University of Surrey.
The effect of a chemical species with resonant frequency co on the transverse magnetisation 
My, corresponding in the reference frame adopted in Appendix One to the absorption signal, is 
to modulate this signal at a frequency equal to the frequency offset co0 - co. in the gradient 
echo and spin echo sequences such as those described in Chapter Three, where the NMR 
signal is refocussed either by gradient reversal or by the application of 180° rf pulses, the 
modulation due to the chemical shift offset is exhibited in the envelope of the echo train. This 
modulation is visible in data obtained using the EPSM sequence discussed already in Section
3.2.2 and shown in Figure 4.3. A similar modulation would be anticipated in data derived from 
a perfectly implemented PEPI pulse sequence.
4.5.2 Experimental Results at Low Field Strength
The PEPI pulse sequence shown at Figure 3.8 was implemented on a 0.5 T SMI S/Oxford 
Instruments whole body imaging system with shielded gradients and an inserted quadrature rf 
head coil and with a gradient system capable of a maximum gradient output of 10 mT m' 1 and 
ramp time of 1 ms. The acquisition and image reconstruction parameters are given in Table
4.1. Sixteen echoes in k$ were acquired initially with a chemical shift delay of 16 ms to provide 
a spectral resolution equivalent to that obtained by Guilfoyle et a/18 using PEEP  of 3.9 Hz
2.496 ms
Figure 4.3 (a) A quadrature-detected series of echoes acquired using a fast E P S M 1H sequence 
to image an acetone and benzene sample at 21.281 MHz. Thirty-two echoes are shown with a 
field gradient inversion period of 4.992 ms. The envelope of the echo train represents the 
spectroscopic free induction decay. From Matsui e t a P  1986, annotated by the author.
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point' 1 or 0.18 ppm at 0.5 T (refer to Section 3.2.3). Frequency shifts of 2A or more may be 
located with a chemical shift increment of A14, thus the above resolution is sufficient to detect 
chemical shifts of around 0.36 ppm. With an echo time of 15 ms and sequence repetition time 
of 1 s these parameters result in a total scan time of just over 2  minutes for sixteen 128 x 128 
images. The spectral bandwidth obtained is 62 Hz or 2.9 ppm. A higher resolution or larger 
spectral bandwidth may be achieved by increasing the chemical shift delay or the number of 
acquired echoes respectively and accepting the increased exposure to 72 effects in both 
cases. For in vivo 1H studies a spectral bandwidth of at least 5 ppm would be required to 
include, without aliasing and in the absence of B0 inhomogeneities, all metabolites of interest 
in addition to residual water and lipids. Where implementation of the sequence is imperfect, 
as will be shown in this case, exposure to 72* effects becomes dominant. The consequent 
reduction in signal to noise ratio then further limits both the achievable resolution and 
bandwidth.
The parameters applied in image reconstruction to data acquired by the PEPI sequence are 
given in Table 4.1. The SMIS image reconstruction application allows limited manipulation of 
the sampled data as shown. These manipulations may in theory be performed before or after 
Fourier transformation however certain operations are computationally easier on one or other 
form of the signal. Other groups14,10122,28 commonly employ a zero-filling technique on the 
time domain signal in the chemical shift dimension. This has the same effect as interpolating 
the frequency domain signal, providing an increased spectral resolution. This is achieved in 
the SMIS image reconstruction application by setting the image output size to greater than the 
FFT size or by the FFT size to greater than the number of sampled points. In both cases the 
data is padded with zeroes. The images shown in this section have been interpolated only in 
the spatial dimension from 1282 to 5122 points. The SMIS image reconstruction application 
enables modified Hanning, exponential and Gaussian filter functions to be applied prior to 
Fourier transformation thus increasing signal to noise ratio and reducing truncation artifacts at 
the expense of some spectral broadening, or vice versa when the function is reversed (refer 
to Section 3.3.1). No filtering is performed on the following results. Phase corrections of 
zeroth and first order may be applied to overcome errors in the position of the acquisition
Static magnetic field 
Sample
Gyromagnetic ratio (protons)
Resonant frequency
Gradient strength 
Gradient rise time
Chemical shift delay 
Spectral dwell time 
Spectral acquisition time 
Spectral resolution 
Spectral bandwidth
Spatial dwell time 
Spatial bandwidth
Spatial resolution in the .v and y direction 
Field of view in the *  and y direction
Number of averages 
Phase cycling
Excitation pulse 
Excitation angle 
Refocussing angle 
Echo time 
Repetition time
Reconstruction method 
Output type 
Orientation 
Invert
Sample points 
Data length 
Discard points 
Output size 
Sampling ratio 
Size of FFT 
Double-sided FFT 
Filtering 
Hanning start 
Hanning width 
Exponential 
Gaussian 
Phase 
Zero order 
First order
0.5 T
CuS04 doped H20  and olive oil 
267.54 x 106 s'1 T”
21.25124 MHz
10 mT rrf1
1 ms
16 ms
2  ms 
32 ms
16 points at 3.9 Hz per point 
62 Hz
20 |is 
50 kHz
128 points interpolated to 512 points 
0.01 m
1
None
4 ms sine 
90°
180°
15 ms 
1 s
3DFFT following centre-out re-orderinq 
Real
Horizontal read
Reverse phase of alternate echoes
Page
Dimensioni Dimension2 Dimension3
128 128 16
128 128 16
0 0 0
512 512 16
Normal Normal Normal
128 128 16
Checked Checked Checked
Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked
0 0 0
1.0 1 .0 1.0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked
0 0 0
0 0 0
Table 4.1 Experimental parameters used in the implementation of the PEP! sequence.
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Figure 4.4a shows an image of a water/olive oil sample constructed with data obtained using 
the PEPI sequence in the absence of any chemical shift delay. The experiment is then 
analogous to the CPMG spin echo experiment. All other acquisition and image reconstruction 
parameters are as given in Table 4.1. The *  and y  gradient directions are not aligned with the 
true horizontal and vertical directions as can be seen from the inclination of the liquid surface. 
Some rf coil inhomogeneity is evident. The most abundant molecule present in olive oil is 
oleic acid (CH3.(CH2)7.CH:CH.(CH2)7.COOH, ~83.5%25) with mostly R-CH2-R’ carbon- 
hydrogen bonds contributing to the 1H chemical shift at around 1.5 ppm, refer to Figure 4.4b.
Images obtained following the introduction of a chemical shift delay of 16 ms are presented at 
Figure 4.5. The phase parameters in the spatial y  direction applied at reconstruction are not 
consistent with those used for Figure 4.4a thus alternate images are shown inverted. 
Imperfections in the implementation of the pulse sequence have resulted in severe image 
artifacts. The most severe artifacts are associated with errors in the applied T E  occurring in 
the presence of incorrectly calibrated non-selective refocussing pulses. Figure 4.6 shows the 
first four echoes of the corresponding echo train. The anticipated positions of spin echoes are 
marked at 64, 192, 320 and 448 sample points. Signal is detected at 64, 8 8 , 216, 320, 3 4 4 , 
448 and 472 sample points. The most prominent signal is seen at 216, 320 and 472 sample 
points of which spin echoes only one is seen in the anticipated position others being 
consistently displaced by 24 sample points. Other signals resemble stimulated echoes. A data 
set obtained with similar parameters but with an exaggerated chemical shift delay of greater 
than T E  (tchem in Figure 3.8 in this case is 30 ms) and of the same test object filled only with 
water is presented at Figure 4.7. The anticipated spin echoes are marked as before. Further 
signal with uniformly increased magnitude is again seen at 8 8 , 216, 3 4 4  and 472 sample 
points. Signal Is detected at the positions of the refocussing pulses.
window. These corrections are considered in Section 4.6.4.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Image of an oil and water test object constructed from data acquired by PEPI. 
Acquisition parameters are as described in the text, (b) Spectra obtained using the EPSI 
sequence and interlaced Fourier transform (dashed line) showing the resonance characteristic of 
olive oil at 1.5 ppm. The solid line is the same data reconstructed without the interlaced Fourier 
transform. The peak at 7.7 ppm is due to aliasing. From Metzger and Hu26 1997.
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Figure 4.5 Images constructed from data acquired using the PEPI sequence in an order 
clockwise from top left. Acquisition parameters are as described in the text and Table 4 .1 .
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Figure 4.6 Time domain data acquired using PEPI and reconstructed in Figure 4.5. Acquisit 
parameters are as described in the text and Table 4.1. The anticipated and actual positions of 
received signal are shown.
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The severe artifacts seen in images reconstructed from data presented here are associated 
with errors in the applied TE between successive acquisition gradients complicated by the 
effects of stimulated echoes. The effect is to generate signal containing several coherences 
all being superposed and leading to phase modulation artifacts. The error in the applied TE is 
itself due to the overlap of the execution times of consecutive MR3040 gradient 
transformation matrices, where an inadequate buffer (tmatx in Figure 3.8 and in Appendix 
Two) has been made available to the pulse sequence. This has lead to timing errors in the 
MR3040 board output. Much of the following discussion, and Chapter Five, addresses 
improvements necessary for the successful application of the PEPI pulse sequence and is 
consistent with the application of fast CSI sequences in general. This discussion is included 
for completeness. Gross errors in this version of the pulse sequence, employing the MR3040 
board and referred to above, must be corrected before it may be successfully implemented in 
acquiring chemical shift data. The SMIS NMR system used in development was withdrawn 
from the University of Surrey before such corrections were made. The PEPI experiment itself 
may however be easily implemented on another MRI system.
An analysis of phase errors as the result of errors in pulse sequence timing is made using the 
Time Shift Fourier Transform Theorem in Section 4.6.4 where reference is made to a 
reconstruction algorithm providing phase correction and previously applied to M BES'f7 
images.
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Rapid chemical shift imaging techniques are essential where dynamic metabolic processes 
are to be observed. The echo planar variants are among the fastest of such techniques and 
as such represent an important group, however these have to date operated close to the 
achievable physical limits for MRI systems, thus there are a number of experimental issues 
and resulting image artifacts that are especially associated with this type of pulse sequence. 
These artifacts may be divided into two groups: those that occur as a result of inherent 
compromises in the EPI experiment, and those that arise as the result of imperfect 
implementation of the technique. Both are addressed in this section, where a critical 
discussion of the PEPI pulse sequence, as implemented on a low field system and in the 
context of the results given in the preceding section, is presented. Some means of 
improvement in both data acquisition and image reconstruction are suggested.
Imperfect implementation of EPI leads to a distortion of the ¿-space trajectory. Subsequent 
image reconstruction by Fourier transformation then requires a spectral estimation from a 
non-uniformly sampled domain. Information about variations in the magnetic field as a 
function of space and time, B 0(r , t), obtained empirically, may be used to improve the 
accuracy of this estimation. Corrections based on this information may then be applied during 
image reconstruction. An example of such a correction is described in Section 4.6.4.
4.6.1 Water Suppression, Volume Selection and Selective RF Refocussing Pulses
The concentration of water in a living system is of the order of 40 M whereas the 
concentration of the metabolites investigated by in vivo spectroscopy is around 5 mM. It is 
suggested therefore elsewhere28 that the successful application of 1H spectroscopic imaging 
sequences in vivo requires both suppression of the dominant water signal prior to excitation, 
so as not to exceed the dynamic range of the ADC, and a coarse volume selection of the 
volume of interest prior to imaging to eliminate spurious signal from outside it. Such signal is 
generated by the non-selective refocussing pulses used in the sequence reproduced in
4.6 Discussion
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Appendix Two that excite regions outside the selected slice. It may also be generated by 
imperfect selective refocussing pulses where these are implemented. The read and slice 
gradients serve to dephase such signals to a limited degree. A coarse volume selection of the 
volume of interest also enables volume selective shimming. Water suppression is commonly 
performed by a CHEmical shift Selective Saturation (CHESS)29 pulse followed by a gradient 
dephasing pulse.
4.6.2 Signal Formation by Multiple Coherence Pathways - Phase Cycling of the 
Excitation Pulse and the Application of Spoiler Gradients
As already suggested refocussing angles other than 180° lead to the formation of spin 
echoes and stimulated echoes by different coherence pathways. A phase cycling scheme, in 
which the phase of the excitation pulse is alternately reversed whilst successive echoes are 
alternately added and subtracted, may be applied to eliminate spurious signal arising from 
imperfect refocussing pulses whilst allowing true signal to accumulate. The phase cycling acts 
as a filter that may be passed only by the desired coherences. In Appendix Two the phase of 
the 90° excitation pulse may be set according to the acquisition number and the keyword
PHASE_CYCLE
where later in the program
phase_90 = aqphase(no_acq,phase_cycle); 
phase_18Q = 0;
The phase of the excitation pulse is thus alternated whilst the phase of the 180° refocussing 
pulse remains constant. Such a procedure also serves to eliminate any DC voltage offset in 
the received signal sometimes caused by leakage of the transmitter frequency into the 
receiver electronics.
The procedure requires the acquisition of two data sets that may be added together
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subsequent to Fourier transformation and phase correction. Repeating the experiment to 
acquire an nth data set reduces the sensitivity by 1/Vn 28. It has been acknowledged12 that 
EPSM, and by implication similar sequences, may offer little advantage over slower 
sequences in low abundance systems where signal averaging is mandatory.
The introduction of spoiler gradients to eliminate signal from stimulated echoes in fast 
sequences is undesirable but may enable the elimination of one echo parity whilst removing 
the need for signal averaging and the subsequent reduction in sequence sensitivity described 
above. Sequences in which one echo is removed from the acquisition window manifest only 
one half of the maximum available signal intensity compared with those sequences where 
both echo components are coherently superposed. Such sequences are sensitive to main 
field inhomogeneity and require a number of conditions to be met in order to be successful30. 
The first of these is that the spin echo and stimulated echo be simultaneous and occur at the 
centre of the refocussing pulse period and read gradient. Temporal separation of the echoes 
leads to image artifacts (refer to Section 4.6.4). Secondly the normal CPMG condition, that 
the transverse magnetisation and the B y vector of the refocussing pulses are parallel, must be 
met. Deviations of the transmitter frequency from resonance preclude this and where B0 
homogeneity is poor will lead to spatial variations in the degree of coherent addition.
4.6.3 T2 Weighting, Line Broadening, Reducing the RF Tip Angle and the 
Management of RF Power Deposition
The train of spin echoes generated by the PEPI sequence and sampled in the presence of a 
read gradient produces strongly T2 weighted data. Accordingly the sensitivity of the 
experiment is reduced where chemical species with very short T2 relaxation times are 
involved, for example 31P instead of 1H metabolites. In addition the T2 decay during the echo 
train causes a broadening of the point spread function thereby affecting the resolution.
T2 weighting may be reduced by applying refocussing rf tip angles, ¡3, of less than 180°. The 
amplitude, A(t), of an echo at time t after excitation is then given by31
The time constant T  is equal to 72 for tip angles of 180° but is longer for smaller angles32 also 
leading to reduced signal intensity. Smaller refocussing angles generate longitudinal 
magnetisation that is subsequently brought into the transverse plane, making the signal decay 
a function of 77, T2, TE and the refocussing angle Itself. Where 72 is short with respect to 77 
the application of smaller tip angles may appreciably lengthen the duration of the transverse 
magnetisation16.
Reduction of the rf tip angle also reduces the deposition of energy and subsequent localised 
heating which is undesirable in the clinical environment. The PEPI sequence, being 
particularly rf intensive, may be limited by rf heating concerns. Excitation is effected in the 
sequence shown in Appendix Two and Figure 3.8 by 4 ms selective sine pulses. Gaussian 
pulses, having no side lobes, would result in a lower rf power deposition than sine pulses and 
produce a better excitation profile for shorter pulse durations33. The characteristics of the non- 
selective rf pulses employed in refocussing are discussed in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2. Their 
replacement by selective rf pulses would be generally beneficial.
4.6.4 Pulse Sequence Timing -  Analysis of Timing Errors by the Time-Shift Fourier 
Transform Theorem and Measurement of the Gradient Generator Output to 
Identify Overlapping Gradient Matrices
The PPL code in Appendix Two consists of a series of calls to functions that control the 
system, each function taking a period of the order of microseconds to execute. Also there 
occur delays in the digital filters used to filter the data to the specified bandwidth. A period of 
several milliseconds is therefore allowed for matrix calculations and for other overheads in the 
calculation of the pulse sequence repetition time TR, thus avoiding errors due to computer
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generated delays particularly in the execution of the acquisition loop.
Signal rephasing, by either gradient reversal or by 180° rf pulses, depends also on the 
accurate measurement of the sequence echo time TE. Phase shifts, in addition to the desired 
offset, may be introduced as a result of errors in the applied TE, where an undesired 
asymmetry exists between the positions of the read gradients in the primary direction and the 
positions of echo formation due to the rf refocussing pulses. Where these errors occur In the 
presence of incorrectly calibrated or non-selective refocussing pulses, the resulting 
modulation is complicated by the effects of stimulated echoes. The application of a gradient 
timing correction technique like that of Matsui21 (refer to Section 3.2.2) enables fine 
adjustment of TE in sequences employing gradient reversal. Errors in echo positioning may 
be rectified during image reconstruction by discarding some data points, thus moving the 
echo with respect to the gradient position. Phase correction may be applied following Fourier 
transformation on multiplication by a factor of the form
e i{<Po+o*Pi)
where fa and fa are the zero-order and first-order phase terms respectively. An example of a 
reconstruction algorithm employing such a factor is given at the end of this section. 
Application of the Time Shift Fourier Transform Theorem enables analysis of the effect of 
timing errors on echo position and phase. Such an analysis has been made for the MBEST 
experiment29 and is reproduced below. The principle is transferable to similar sequences.
Data acquired on the /c-space trajectory is re-ordered as a two-dimensional array, denoted by
K * !  ’ * 2  ) = / ( *  A  > * 2 ^ 2  ) (4.2)
where for N acquisitions in the secondary direction
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(  N  N \
(4.3)
and representing the sampling of a continuous function f{kh k2).
The time at which the data are sampled may be measured from the point of echo formation, 
expressed as
where T1 is the digitiser sample period and x2 is the effective sample period in the secondary
direction, that is the time required to acquire a primary direction line of ¿-space and to perform 
pulse refocussing.
It is important that all of these acquisition windows are well aligned with each other so that
they cover the same interval in the primary direction of ¿-space. Sequence timing errors
between acquisition gradients result in alternate acquisition windows being misaligned. Refer
to Figure 4.8a. If it is assumed that alternate acquisition windows suffer a small displacement 
p$k in ¿-space as shown the imperfectly sample data is now given by
K2 even 
K 2 odd
(4.4)
s aq ( * , . ¡ 0  =
/¡d ea l ( ( ^ 1  ”  P)8k  1 » 1C2^C2 )  K 2 e v e n
/id e a l ( ( * 1  +  P ) < & ! ,  )  K 2 Odd
(4.5)
which by applying the Fourier shift theorem on Fourier transformation in the primary direction 
gives
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These equalities are not exact since the continuous signal is not a cyclic function as assumed 
by the discrete Fourier theory. Applying the Fourier transform in the secondary direction and 
invoking the convolution theorem gives
i „ ( « P « 2 ) = i l f  («P«2>
~ S i d e a M  P « 2 ) * COS <5(w2) + ?sin
27tpux
~N
N
lie, —
(4.7)
The result given by Equation 4.7 is the ideal image modulated in the primary direction by a 
cosinusoidal weighting function, the frequency of which depends on the timing error p, 
together with a ghosting artifact in the secondary direction modulated by a sinusoidal 
weighting function. A similar artifact is seen in Figure 4.5 and is due to errors in the applied TE 
between successive acquisition gradients complicated by the effects of stimulated echoes. 
The error in the applied TE is itself due to the overlap of the execution times of consecutive 
MR3040 gradient transformation matrices, where an inadequate buffer (tmatx in Figure 3.8 
and in Appendix Two) has been made available to the pulse sequence. This has lead to 
timing errors in the MR3040 board output.
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Figure 4.8 (a) An acquisition window timing error resulting in the mismatch of even and odd 
gradient echoes, (b) The ¿-space trajectory influenced by a B0 offset in the primary direction.
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A reconstruction algorithm developed for the MBEST sequence29 involves the acquisition of 
two sets of data. The first is a calibration scan composed of a series of non-phase encoded 
gradient echoes. The second acquisition is made in the presence of the secondary gradient 
blips characteristic of MBEST and provides the image data. After Fourier transformation in the 
primary direction, the calibration data is used to apply phase correction to the image data, 
thus, since Fourier transformation encodes an echo displacement in the linear phase of the 
resulting profile, compensating for imperfect positioning of the acquisition windows. A further 
DFT in the secondary direction completes the image reconstruction.
4.6.5 Hardware Limitations - Eddy Current Effects, Linear Sampling with Trapezoidal 
Gradients, BQ Offset and Shim Errors and Susceptibility Effects
Fast CSI experiments not only Impose limitations on the sensitivity of the experiment but also 
make greater demands on the apparatus. In EPSM for example the gradients and ADC must 
be fast enough to acquire a whole image in one spectral dwell time. The need for fast gradient 
rise times leads in turn to greater effects due to eddy currents in surrounding metallic 
structures which in turn produce their own magnetic fields. These distort the original field in a 
complex time-dependent manner. Lenz’s law implies that the linear primary gradient will 
induce eddy currents opposing switching, thus extending the period required for switching, 
and acting as a time dependent inhomogeneity in the primary direction causing the acquisition 
window to be shifted. This inhomogeneity cannot generally be refocussed by the 180° rf 
pulses. Since such an inhomogeneity is both time and spatially dependent it is difficult to 
identify and to correct, except by the application of shielded gradients.
Refer to Figure 4.9. Notwithstanding the effects of eddy currents the magnetic field gradients 
used in EPI are ideally rectangular waveforms. This is difficult to achieve in practice due to 
large driving voltages hence such gradients are usually trapezoidal. The gradient sequence in 
the imaging experiment determines the ¿-space trajectory and to satisfy the Nyquist criterion it 
is necessary to sample ¿-space in equal increments. A combination of trapezoidal gradients 
and continuous linear sampling prevents this and modifies the point-spread function to
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Figure 4.9 (a) Linear (top) and non-linear (bottom) sampling with a trapezoidal gradient 
waveform, (b) The effect on the distribution of sample points in the ¿-plane (linear = dots, non­
linear = points of grid intersection). From Howseman e t a I 27 1988.
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produce ripple artifacts in the image. An algorithm involving a non-linear sampling pattern has 
been proposed to correct for this error27, 34. The situation is avoided in PEPI with the 
application of unipolar instead of bipolar read gradients and where acquisition is not 
continuous during gradient ramp periods.
The acquisition window of sequences employing switched gradients may be shifted as the 
result of either a DC offset in B0 or a spatially dependent offset in B0 caused by a shim error. 
Where there is no offset the echoes are evenly spaced in the switched gradient direction if the 
channel’s dephase lobe Is adjusted so that the first echo is centrally positioned under the first 
gradient reversal. Where there is a DC offset in B0 the echoes form pairs. A gradient offset 
leads to a progressive error in the positioning of the echoes. Refer to Figure 4.8b. This 
maladjustment is manifested in ¿-space as a horizontal shear of the trajectory and in the 
image as a pattern of linear interference fringes along the switched gradient direction. A 
similar modulation was described as the result of errors in echo positioning due to pulse 
sequence timing errors in Section 4.6.4.
The SMIS image reconstruction application does not facilitate correction for shim errors, 
however errors in echo positioning may be addressed as described in Section 4.6.4. The 
effect of a B0 offset in the primary direction is removed in PEPI by the application of unipolar 
instead of bipolar read gradients. The effect of a B0 offset in the secondary direction is 
discussed in Section 3.1 and forms the basis of the PEPI experiment.
Finally, in contrast to the classical CSI experiment, those sequences that employ a read 
gradient during acquisition are more sensitive to susceptibility effects. In addition the larger 
bandwidth that is required in the presence of such a gradient increases the noise compared to 
that of the classical experiment by a factor V(imaging filter bandwidth / spectral range) 16. The 
effect of this increase in noise on the experiment’s sensitivity is generally offset by the 
increased speed of such sequences compared with the classical experiment.
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Conclusions, Recommendations for Future Development and Clinical Applications
5.1 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Development
The chemical shift effect may be used to obtain information from clinical NMR experiments in 
addition to that relating to tissue contrast derived from relaxation measurements. Chemical shift 
measurements enable the identification of nuclei and functional groups within molecules, 
elucidating the molecular structure. Measurement of in vivo chemical shift spectra can provide 
information about changes in the concentrations of metabolites, typical studies comparing the 
spectra of normal and pathological tissue. Techniques for making such measurements have been 
described in Chapters Three and Four. Phase information contained in the NMR signal is isolated 
by the sequences described in these chapters to provide information about the chemical shift of 
protons attached to these metabolites.
To overcome the problem of long acquisition times fast CSI sequences derived from the Echo 
Planar Imaging (EPf) technique have been introduced 12,18'22, acquiring (Nx x Ns) data points from 
Ny excitations instead of Ns data points from (Nx x Ny) excitations, thereby reducing the phase 
encoding dimension by one. These fast CSi sequences are particularly beneficial where dynamic 
metabolic processes are to be observed and where the signal to noise ratio is not a limiting factor.
The initial development of a new fast sequence has been described in Chapter Four in which spin 
echoes are induced by the application of 180° radio-frequency pulses and in which signal 
strength is limited only by true T2 relaxation effects. Development of this pulse sequence was 
initiated to exploit the capabilities of the MR3040 Oblique Gradient Waveform Generator. The 
introduction of the MR3040 has required new controlling software to be developed, some of which 
has also been described. Errors relating to this software and in the initial implementation of the
Chapter Five
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pulse sequence have lead to flaws in the initial data which are discussed in detail in Section 4.6 
and where some means of improvement in both data acquisition and image reconstruction are 
suggested.
The severe artifacts seen in images reconstructed from data presented in Chapter Four are 
associated with errors in the applied TE between successive acquisition gradients complicated by 
the effects of stimulated echoes. The effect is to generate signal containing several coherences 
all being superposed and leading to phase modulation artifacts. The error in the applied TE is 
itself due to the overlap of the execution times of consecutive MR3040 gradient transformation 
matrices, where an inadequate buffer (tmatx in Figure 3.8 and in Appendix Two) has been made 
available to the pulse sequence. This has lead to timing errors in the MR3040 board output. Much 
of the preceeding discussion addresses improvements necessary for the successful application of 
the PEPl pulse sequence and is consistent with the application of fast CSI sequences in general. 
This discussion is included for completeness. Gross errors in this version of the pulse sequence, 
employing the MR3040 board and referred to above, must be corrected before it may be 
successfully implemented in acquiring chemical shift data. The SMIS NMR system used in 
development was withdrawn from the University of Surrey before such corrections were made. 
The PEPl experiment itself may however be easily implemented on another MRI system.
5.1.1 The Recent Development of Fast CSI Sequences by Other Groups
Low signal to noise ratio and B0 inhomogeneity are major problems limiting in vivo MRS and 
spectroscopic imaging. Spielman et aP  describe a process that may be used to estimate the 
concentrations of metabolites of less than 5 mM from data with signal to noise ratios down to -10 
dB. The technique, called frequency referencing, models the signal as a sum of decaying 
sinusoids which, whilst subject to inhomogeneities that alter the resonant frequencies of the 
spectral peaks, contains information in the envelope and phase of the signal as the frequency 
shifts between components and their relative phases remain constant. Using the water signal as
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a reference frequency a minimum variance estimation of the metabolite concentration is made.
The separation of odd and even echoes at image reconstruction, required by sequences such as 
EPSM and EPSF2, reduces the spectral bandwidth permitted by the gradient hardware by a factor 
of two. Recall from Section 3.2.2 the limitation already placed on the spectral bandwidth of most 
existing techniques by the gradient inversion period in the read direction. A reconstruction method 
is described by Metzger and Hu26 which doubles the spectral bandwidth achievable with existing 
reconstruction techniques where odd and even echoes are separated. The method is based on 
the interlaced Fourier transform. An example of data collected using this approach is shown at 
Figure 4.4b.
It was noted in Section 3.3.2 that suspending data acquisition during gradient switching periods 
reduces pulse sequence sensitivity. Adalsteinsson et a !17 describe spiral ¿-space trajectories, 
generated by gradients oscillating simultaneously on two axes, which with the evolution of time 
traverse a path in {kx, ky, ¿5)-space and where continuously sampled data is reconstructed 
applying a gridding algorithm. It is noted that most commercial gradient hardware is not designed 
for the fast trapezoidal waveforms required by most echo planar pulse sequences and that spiral 
¿-space trajectories make efficient use of such hardware, having a maximum amplitude and 
maximum slew rate in this case of 1 G cm ' 1 and 1.6 G cm ' 1 ms' 1 respectively. In addition, where 
faster gradients are available, oblique-axial slice orientation is possible.
5.2 Clinical Applications of Neurological 1H MRS Studies -  New Information
Existing MRS techniques exhibit relatively poor spatial resolution when compared with MRl 
although 1H brain metabolite images currently match or exceed the spatial resolution of PET brain 
images33. The sensitivity of MRS is also orders of magnitude lower than that of PET or SPECT, 
thus for tracer studies and tissue perfusion studies the isotope techniques are superior, however 
metabolic alterations of the compound cannot be deduced using these techniques as only the
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isotope is detected. Thus fast MRS sequences are particularly beneficial where dynamic 
metabolic processes are to be observed.
The ability to quantify in vivo metabolite concentrations will give MRS its greatest clinical 
advantage over other imaging techniques. In vivo MRS methods to date usually allow only the 
assessment of relative concentrations, with additional information being derived from peak shifts 
such as intracellular pH. The most commonly performed MRS examinations are 1H studies of the 
brain. Metabolite concentrations in the brain studied by 1H MRS are about 104 times smaller than 
the concentration of water. Estimations of the average concentrations of N-acetyl aspartate 
(NAA), creatine/phosphocreatine (Cr/PCr) and choline (Cho) using water or Cr/PCr as the internal 
standard are shown in Table 6.1. Also shown in Table 6.1 are the expected chemical shifts of a 
number of metabolites relative to water (4.7 ppm) or NAA (2.0 ppm) and selected 77 and 72 
measurements.
A typical 1H spectrum obtained from a 27 ml cubic voxel in the occipital region of a normal human 
brain, using a STEAM sequence with water suppression at 1.5 T and with an echo time of 46 ms, 
is shown in Figure 5.1. The major resonance peaks are labelled. The 72 relaxation time of the 
immobile fat protons in lactate, glutamine/glutamate and lipids is too short to allow detection of 
these groups with this echo time (refer to Sections 1.4.2 and 1.5). Only three resonances may be 
accurately quantified, these being the CH3 groups of NAA, Cr/PCr and Cho. In vivo studies of
NAA indicate that it is exclusively present in neuronal tissue. It has been shown to increase 
during brain development in childhood and to decrease with old age41'45. A reduction in NAA is 
seen in many diseases that cause neuronal and axonal damage. Cr/PCr is involved in energy 
metabolism and is seen to increase in trauma and to decrease in tumour46, hypoxia47 and 
stroke48'50. Choline is regarded as a product of myelin breakdown and is the dominant peak in 
long TE spectra of normal neonate brain, an increase in the Cho peak in adult brain being 
associated with Alzheimer’s disease51'53, epilepsy54, 55, some primary tumours47 and chronic 
hypoxia56 while a decrease is seen in hepatic encepalopathy57' 58.
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Figure 5.1 1H MRS spectrum obtained in the human brain using a STEAM sequence with an 
echo time of 46 ms. From de Certaines et a/35 Chapter 2 2 .
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Compound Chemical Shift (ppm)a T1 (s) T2 (ms) C (mM)
Fatty acids 0.9-1. KCHa), 1.4-1.6(CH?)n
Lactate 1.32(CH3), 4.1KCH) 1 .6 C 1200
Alanine 1.47(CH3),3.78(CH) 1.3d, 1.6C
'yAminobutyrate 1.90(ßCH2), 2.3(aCH2),3.0(CH)
N-acetylaspartate 2.01 (CH3), 2.5 and 2.6(ßCH2) 279±35 11-17s
Glutamate 2.10(ßCH2), 2.35(tCH2), 3.75(CH)
Creatine 3.03(CH3), 3.92(CH2) 1 .2 °, 1 .6 ° 227±511 8 -10 e
Phosphocreatine 3.04(CH3), 3.95(CH2)
Choline 3.20(N(CH3)3) 1.2°, 1.3° 284±89' 1 .7-2.2 6
Phosphorylcholine 3.22(N(CH3)3)
Glycerophosphorocholine 3.22(N(CH3)3)
Taurine 3.24(NCH2), 3.42(SCH3) 1.7° 270c
Water 4.70
Fatty acid 5,5(CH=CH)
Carnosine 7.06° 8.13b (CH protons of histidine)
Inositols 3.5 0.9C 1 1 0 ° 6 .0 0
Table 5.1 Chemical shifts, relaxation times and physiological concentrations of 1H nuclei in 
molecules important for MRS in the human brain, (a) At neutral pH relative to tetramethylsilane. 
(b) Varies with pH in the physiological range, (c) Frahm et aPe. (d) Henriksen et al.37. (e) 
Henriksen et a/38, concentration values based on water signal as internal standard; Narayana et 
a/39, concentration values based on calibration with external standard; Frahm et a/36, Hanstock et 
af°, concentration values based on Cr/PCr ~ 10 mM. From Foster et a l 9 Chapter 9 and De 
Certaines et a l35 Chapter 2 2 .
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Studies of the temporal evolution of all of these metabolic concentrations In the acute phase of 
stroke indicate a substantial reduction in NAA, Cr/PCr and Cho with a concomitant increase in 
NAA within the first twenty-four hours48'50. Lactate, not visible in long TE spectra and not usually 
seen in normal spectra, has been detected in patients with stroke59'61 and is often associated with 
a state of hypoxia with associated anaerobic metabolism. Lactate has been detected in tumours 
with tissue necrosis, mitochondrial encepalopathy62'64 and in the epileptic focus immediately 
following seizure65. The production of lactate has also been measured during the early stages of 
focal brain activation66. A transient increase in lactate concentration in the visual cortex has been 
reported during photic stimulation67.
The examples in the last paragraph demonstrate the special advantage provided by fast CSI 
sequences, such as those derived from EPI and described in this thesis, in providing 
complementary information with functional MRI when investigating diffusion, blood flow and 
dynamic metabolic processes relating to brain function.
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Appendix One
The Mathematical Determination of M by  the Bloch Equations
The quantitative mathematical basis for the treatment of the NMR signal was developed by 
Bloch, whose results allow the calculation of the components of the transverse magnetisation 
as a function of the frequency difference coQ - CO, the amplitude of the B, field, the equilibrium
magnetisation M0 and the relaxation times 77 and 72. The result is the calculation of the 
iineshape of the resonance signal.
According to classical theory, the behaviour of a magnetic moment M in a magnetic field B is 
described by the equation of motion
In the NMR experiment the static magnetic field B0 coincides with the z-axis in Cartesian co­
ordinates and the field rotates clockwise with frequency co in the x-y plane. Both contribute 
to the field B . The components of B are thus
B x = cos cot
B y = - B x sin cot 
B C = B 0
(A1.2)
and the vector product in Equation A1.1 is resolved as follows:
- ^ -  = y (M yB Q + M ZB { sin cot) (A1.3a)
dM y
= y (M zB x coscot -  M xB 0) (A1.3b)
dt
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dM  7 , w  „
— s - - y ( - M xB l sm  cot ~ M  B { co s  cot) (A1 .3c)
dt
Consideration must aiso be made for the time dependence of the magnetisation, i.e. 
relaxation effects. The complete Bloch equations take the form
d M x . . .  _ . Mx
— —  = r (M  B 0 + M  B l sm cot)- —  (A1 .4 a)
dt T 2
d M v My
— — = y (M  B { coscot -  M  B 0)~—— (A1 ,4 b)
dt T2
= y ( - M xB l sin co t~ M  B x cos co t)-— — —  (A1 .4 c)
dt y t  1
which, in the rotating co-ordinate system C  (see below) in which is stationary, simplify to
d M K , . . .  , M  *
= (A1,5a)
dMy M *
= (CO0 -  cd)M  - yBxM z    (A1 .5 b)
dt T 2
dMz n , M z - M o
—  = yB lM y-------- (A1-5C)
where
M x = M y 'coscot - M x ,sin(Ot 
M y = ’sin c o t - M  x ’cos cot (A1.6)
and M0 is the equilibrium magnetisation present in B0 at the beginning of the experiment.
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Under the conditions of slow adiabatic passage through the resonance the time dependence 
of Mx , My and Mz may be ignored. The equations have the solutions
Mx' = M0
yBiT2 (a)* -  co)
My’ = -M0
Mt = Mq
1 + T2 (coo -  co) + y 2B 2T{T2 
yBiT2
1 + T2 (coo- co) + y  B 2TXT2 
1 + T2 (co0 -  co)2
i + t 22(coo- co) 2 + y 2b ; t xt2
(A1.7a)
(A1.7b)
(A1.7c)
Back transformation into the fixed laboratory frame yields for Mx and My:
m T2(coq -c o )2 B ic o s c o t+  2B isincot 
Mx = -M nyr, 2 „ -----------— r— ----------
2 l  +  T22(co0 - c o ) 2 + y 2B 2TlT2 (A1.8a)
m  2 B y  C Q S m  ~ T l ~ ~ s i n œ t
y 2 0 2 l  + r22(iü0 - (A1.8b)
To simplify the solution of the vector differential equation given at A1.1 we define a coordinate 
system C ’ (x\ / ,  z) rotating with angular velocity co in addition to the fixed coordinate system 
C (x, y, z). In the rotating frame, the magnetic moment ju of an isolated nucleus is influenced 
only by a magnetic field
co
B ’ = B o+ —  (A1.9)
Y
Note that for co = - y B 0, B ’ becomes zero. The vector assumes a fixed position in the rotating 
frame where the angular velocity and sign of rotation of C  coincide with the precessionai 
motion. When the magnetic field B^  is applied, stationary in the rotating frame and directed 
along the x'-axis, the effective field is given by
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B ej?  ~  "*” ^ i
= B 0( l ~ — ) + B [ (A1.10)
C0Q
B then forms an angle with the z axis given bym
Bi
tan0  = ---------------- (A1.11)
co
COo
Where the excitation pu lsed  is exactly on resonance the angle 9 in Equation A1.11 is equal 
to 90° and the vector precesses with frequency oh around the direction of Bu that is the x- 
axis, f.i passing from the ground to the excited state. Extending this analysis to the 
macroscopic sample the application of B], say along x \  deflects the net magnetisation M from 
its position at equilibrium along the z-axis creating a transverse magnetisation in the / -  
direction (refer to Section 1.3.1).
In practice the rotating field B A Is generated by an oscillator along the x-axis of the fixed co­
ordinate system, a magnetic field Bx linearly polarised in the x-direction with frequency co and 
amplitude 25-i producing two counter-rotating vectors of which one corresponds to B,. It is 
unrealistic to assume that B^  is applied in practice exactly on resonance or that all nuclei in a 
macroscopic sample have the same Larmour frequency. Where the pulse is not on resonance 
the effect of the static field B ’ in Equation A1.10 is not entirely removed in the rotating frame. 
The magnetic vector for the isolated nucleus then precesses about the resultant of the 
residual field and S1. The components of the net magnetisation Mx and My for a macroscopic 
sample are resolved by the Bloch equations as a function of the frequency difference co0 - to.
Appendix Two 
PPL Code for the PEPI Pulse Sequence
\\PEPI_40.PPL
\\ Author David Newman
\\ Date: 04 12 95
\\ Version: 1.0
\\ Compilation via CPP
\\ Slice separation centre to centre
#use RF1 "c:\smis\seqlib\rfshapes.seq" pfl
#use RF1 "c:\smis\seqlib\latch31 .seq" latch
#use GRAD “c:\smis\seqlib\gr3040_b.seq‘ grad
! '  PARAMLIST
OBSERVE_FREQUENCY "1H", -20000, 20000, 0, MHz, kHz, Hz, rxIMHz;
EDITTEXT "Receive Frequency ",'Hz ■,"%i’,-32767,32767,0,1,rec_freq; 
SPECTRAL_WIDTH 1000, 400000, 25000, sample_perlod;
GRADIENT_STRENGTH grad_var;
SLICE_THICKNESS 32767,1500, gs_var;
SLICE_SEPARATION -6000, 6000, 1500, slice_offset;
NO_SLICES 1, 64, 1, no_slices;
SLICEJNTERLEAVE 1, 3, 2, sliceJnterieave;
FOV 32767,32767,2.0e-3,gr_var,gpjnit_var;
FOV_SLICE_OFF -12000,12000, 0, 400, fov_slice_off;
FOV_PHASE_OFF -32000, 32000, 0, 4000, fov_phase_ott;
FOV_READ_OFF -32000, 32000, 0, 4000, fov_read_oH;
OBLIQUE_ORIENTATION 0, 3, 0, phase_var, r_angle_var, p_angle_var, s_angle_var;
EDITTEXT "RF pulse shape", "(1-6)","%dM,6,5,1,rfnum;
SCROLLBAR "Observe modulator power level","(0 = off)“,"%u",0,4,1,1 ,obs_modJevel; 
SCROLLBAR “90 deg pulse multiplier ","%",*%.2f",0,2047,256,20.48,p90_mul; 
SCROLLBAR "180 deg pulse multiplier “%.2f",0,2047,256,20.48,p180_mul; 
EDITTEXT "180 deg pulse duration ","100 ns units","%d",100,32767,10000,1,p180;
NO_SAMPLES 16,128,128, no_samples;
NO_VIEWS 16, 128, 128, no.views;
NO_ECHOES 4, 20, 4, 1, no_echoes;
NO_AVERAGES 1,10000, 1, no_averages;
VIEW.BLOCK 1,1, 1, view_block;
SLICE_BLOCK 1, 1,1, slice_block;
PHASE_CYCLE 1, 2,1, phase_cycle;
EDITTEXT "Echo time \ ’ms",’%d“,1,40,40,1,te;
EDITTEXT "Repetition time ",“ms","%d",1,2000,2000,1,tq
EDITTEXT "Chemical shift delay ","us",“%d",100,32767,100,1,tchem;
EDITTEXT "Ramp time (multiple of 5 only) ","us","%u",100,1000,1000,1,tramp;
SCROLLBAR "Report Y(Yes = 1)“,"%d*,0,1,0,1,report_on;
SCROLLBAR "Read gradient compensation ","DAC UNITS',"%d",-4000,4000,0,1,gr_comp_scale; 
SCROLLBAR "Slice gradient compensation ",”DAC UNITS',“%d",-4000,4000,0,1,gs_comp_scale;
SCROLLBAR “Slice gradient 
SCROLLBAR "Read gradient 
SCROLLBAR "Phase gradient
", "off/on","%u“,0,1,0,1,gs_on; 
","off/on","%u" ,0,1,0,1 ,gr_on; 
\"off/on","%u",0,1,0,1,gp_on;
DSP_ROUTINE "c:\smis\dsp"; 
DISCARD 0, 10, 0, no_discard; 
DATA_TYPE 0x13;
END
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main(){
int new_slice_offset, p180, tchem, echo_cnt, echoesjoop;
long te_min, te_extend_a, te_extend_b, te_extend_c, te_extend_d;
const tmatx 20; \\ Inter-matrix execution delay
ffinclude "stdfuncs.pph" 
ffinclude "stdconvs.pph" 
#include "mac3040b.pph‘ 
«include "variabll.pph" 
«include "offsetsb.pph" 
«include "mac3031b.pph‘ 
«include "testexp.pph"
NEWSHAPE_MAC(1, pf1,’3lobe_sinc_3kHz", 1332, 3000) 
NEWSHAPE„MAC(2, pf1,"3lobe_sinc_1500Hz", 2664, 1500) 
NEWSHAPE_MAC(3, pfl ,"3lobe_sinc_750Hz", 5328, 750) 
NEWSHAPE_MAC(4, pfl ,"5lobe_sinc_3kHz", 2000, 3000) 
NEWSHAPE_MAC(5, pf1,"5lobe_sinc_1500Hz*, 4000, 1500) 
NEWSHAPE_MAC(6, pf1,"5lobe_sinc_750Hz", 8000, 750)
discard(no_discard); 
phase Jncrement(1 );
tref = 1500;
tacq = sample_period;
tacq = (tacq * (no_samples + no_discard))/10; 
tsel90 = rf Jength[rfnum);
pulse_bwdth = rf_bwdth[rfnum];
if ((no_echoes & 1) != 0){
printfC\nno_echoes is not a multiple of 2'); 
goto end;
}
echoesjoop = no_echoes/2 -1 ;
scale_read_off = 4000 ; 
scale_slice_off = 400; 
scale_phase_off = 4000;
READOFF(fov_read_off, sample_period, scale_read_off,fov_read_freq) 
PHASEOFF(fov_phase_off, phase_res, scale_phase_off, fov_phase_deg) 
SL!CEOFF(fov_slice_off, pulse_bwdth, scale_slice_off, fov_slice_freq)
\\ Gradient strengths gs_var, gravar and gp_init_var returned from PARSETUP are negative
tempi 1 = gp_init_var; 
tempi 1 = templi *2000L; 
templi = tempi 1/(tref + tramp); 
ret = dacmaxlong + templi ; 
if (ret < 0 )(
printf('FOV too small in phase encode direction"); 
goto end;
}
gp_init_var_rescale = templi; 
gpjnc = scale(templ1, 2,no_views);
templi = gs_var; 
templi = templi *pulse_bwdth; 
templi = templ1/1500L; 
ret = dacmaxlong + templi; 
if (ret < 0 ){
printf(* Slice thickness too small for pulse selected "); 
goto end;
)
gs_var_rescale = templi;
templi = (gs_var_rescale)/(tref + tramp); 
templi = templi * (tsel90/2 + tramp); 
ret = dacmaxlong + templi; 
if (ret < 0){
printff Slice thickness too small, increase "); 
goto end;
}
templi = -templi; 
gs_comp = templi;
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templi = (gr_var)/(tref + tramp); 
templi = templi * {tacq/2 + tramp); 
gr_comp = templi;
MR3031_DEGLITCH \\ Macro call
MR3040_DEGLITCH \\ Macro call outputs zeros to MR3040 board
BASEMATRIX(0, 0 ,0) \\ Create base matrix
delay{caldelay,us); \\ Calculation delay
r  If clock = tramp / 5 the minimum tramp of 100 us gives clock = 20, so that 20100 ns units = 2 us, where 2 us becomes the minimum clock 
setting 7
clock = tramp/5;
MR3040_Clock(clock);
MR3040_S etList Address{0); 
sllcejlst = MR3040_lnitUst();
POSPULSE_HOLD()
readjist = MR3040_!nitUst();
POSPULSE_HOLD()
phasejlst = MR3040_lnltLlst{);
POSPULSE_HOLD()
\\ Slice_offset recalculated for chosen selective pulse bandwidth
new_slice_offset = scale(slice_offset,rf_bwdth[rfnum],1500);
frequency_buffer(0); 
frequency(MHz, kHz, Hz, rxIMHz); 
offset_frequency(fov_sllcejreq); 
multlsllce(sllcejnterieave, new_slice_offset, no_slices);
phase_rec = 0; 
sync(); \\ 100 kHz 
stariti mer();
image_av = 0;
averagesjoop:
gp_var=gpjnit_var_rescale; \\ Reset for next Image
current_view = 0;
phase_encode_loop:
current_vlew = current_view + 1; 
view_av = 0;
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vlew_block_loop:
current„slice=0;
multislicejoop:
current_slice=current_slice+1 ; 
slice_av=0;
no_acq = view_av + image_av; \\ Controls phase cycling
echo_cnt = 0;
slice_block_loop:
te_min = 2*(tsel90/2 + 3*tramp + tmatx + tref + warmup + p180/20);
If (report_on == 1 )printf('te_min = %ld\n-, te_min);
te_extend_a = te*500L - te_min/2;
if (report_on == 1)printf(’fe_extend_a = %ld\n\ te_extend_a);
if ( te_extend_a < 0 )(
printf("te too short, extend by %d ms\n \(((te_min - te*1000L)/1000L) +1)); 
goto end ;
}
if (report_on == 1)printf(*min te = %d ms\n", (te_min/1000L)+1);
te_extend_b = te*500L - (p180/20 + tmatx + tacq/2 +tramp); 
if (report_on == 1)printf(‘te_extend_b = %ld\n't te_extend_b); 
te_extend_c = te*500L - (tacq/2 + tramp + p180/20 + tmatx + warmup); 
if (report_on == 1)printf(‘te_extend_c = %Id\n”, te_extend_c); 
te_extend_d = te*500L - (tacq/2 + tramp + p180/20 + tmatx); 
if (report_on == 1)printfCte_extend_d = %id\n", te_extend_d); 
te_extend_d = te*500L - (tacq/2 + tramp + p180/20 + tmatx + tchem); 
if (report_on == 1)printf('te_extend_d = %td\n‘, te_extend_d);
tr_min = no_echoes*te*1000L + tse!90/2 + tacq/2 + 2*tramp + 3000L + 1; 
if (report_on == 1)printfCtr_min = %ld\n‘, tr_min);
tr_extend = ((tr*1000L/no_slices) - tr_min)/1000L; 
if (report_on == 1)printf(*tr_extend = %ld\n‘ , tr_extend);
if ( tr_extend < 0 ){
printf("tr too short, extend by %d ms\n *,(((tr_min - (tr*1000L/no_sllces))*no_slices/1000L) + 1)); 
goto end ;
)
if (report_on == 1 )printf(’min tr = %d ms\n", (tr_min*no_slices/1000L)+1);
MR3040_SelectMatrix{ calc_mat );
\\ Asymmetric
\\ Symmetric
templ3 = gr_comp - gr_comp_scale; 
gr_comp_s = temp!3;
if (templ3 + dacmaxlong ■; 0) { 
printf(’Reduce Read compensation\n’); 
goto end;
}
templ3 = gs_comp + gs_comp_scale; 
gs_comp_s = templ3; 
if (templ3 - dacmaxlong > 0) { 
printf(“Reduce Slice compensation\n"); 
goto end;
}
CREATE_MATRIX( ss_mat, gs_on*gs_var_rescale, 0,0) 
delay( caldelay, us);
CREATE_MATRIX(aq_mat, 0, 0, gr_on*gr_var) 
delay( caldelay, us);
CREATE_MATRIX(pe_mat, gs_on*gs_comp_s, gp_on*gp_var, gr_on'gr_comp_s) 
delay( caldelay, us);
frequency_buffer(1); 
frequency(MHz, kHz, Hz, rxfMHz); 
offset_frequency(rec_(req + fov_read_freq);
frequency_buffer(0);
slice(current_slice);
phase_90 = aqphase(no_acq,phase_cycle); 
phase_180 = 0; 
ret = phase_rec;
rphase(ret); \\ Receiver phase incremented for offset in PE direction
phase(phase_90); \\ Transmitter phase set for 90 degree pulse
MR3031_setup(latch,“rf_off’,0,0,0,0);
MR3031_go();
delay(20,us);
waittimer( 30000); \\ Calculation overhead time
time = hostrequest();
resync();
MR3040_SetUst( readjist, CHANNEL_R);
MR3040_SetList( phasejist, CHANNEL_P);
MR3040_SetUst( slicejlst, CHANNEL_S);
MR3040_SelectMatrix( ss_mat);
MR3040_Clock(clock);
MR3040_Start(CHANNEL_S);
MR3031_RFSTART(rfnum,pf1 ,tsel90,p90_mul,tramp) 
MR3040_CONTINUE(CHANNEL_S);
delay(tramp,us);
delay(tmatx, us);
MR3040_SelUst( slicejist, CHANNEL_S); 
MR3040_SelectMatrix( pe_mat);
MR3040_Start( CHANNEL_R|CHANNEL_P|CHANNEL_S); 
delay(tramp, us); 
delay(tref, us);
MR3040_Continue( CHANNEL_R|CHANNEL_P|CHANNEL_S ); 
delay(tramp, us);
delay(te_extend_a, us);
MR3031_setup(latch,‘rf_analogLon“,0,0,0,p180_mul);
rfampon(O);
MR3031_go(); 
delay(warmup, us); 
rfpulse(p180, obs_mod_level); 
MR3031_setup(latch,"rf_off‘,0,0,0,0);
MR3031_go();
delayftmatx, us); 
delay(te_extend_b, us);
starttimer(); \\ Frequency reset for acquisition
ret = tramp* 10;
MR3040_SetList( readjist, CHANNEL_R ); 
MR3040_Se!ectMatrix( aq_mat);
MR3040_Start(CHANNEL_R);
frequency_buffer(1);
resetjrequency();
waittimer(ret);
acquire( sample_period, no_samples);
MR3040_Continue(CHANNEL_R);
delay(tramp,us);
echojoop:
delay(tmatx, us); 
delay(te_extend_c, us);
MR3031_setup(latch,"rf_analog_on*,0,0,0,p180_mul);
rfampon(O);
MR3031_go(); 
de!ay(warmup, us); 
rfpulse(p180, obs_mod_level);
MR3031_setup(latch,‘rf_off“,0,0,0,0);
MR3031_go();
delay(tchem, us); 
delay(tmatx, us);
delay(ta_extend_d, us);
starttimer(); 
ret = tramp'10;
MR3040_SetList( readjist, CHANNEL_R ); 
MR3040_SelectMatrix( aq_mat );
MR3040_Start(CHANNEI R);
frequency_buffer{1 );
resetJrequencyQ;
waittimer(ret);
acquire( sample_period, no_samples );
MR3040_Continue(CHANNEL_R);
delay(tramp,us);
delay(tmatx, us); 
delay(te_8xtend_c, us);
MR3031_setup(latch,*rf_analog_on*,0,0,0,p180_mul);
rfampon(O);
MR3031_go(); 
delay(warmup, us); 
rfpulse(p180, obsjmodjevel); 
MR3031_setup(latch,'rt_off",0,0,0,0);
MR3031_go();
delay(tmatx, us); 
delay(te_axtend_b, us);
starttimer(); 
ret = tramp* 10;
MR3040_SetList( readjist, CHANNEL_R );
MR3040_SelectMatrix( aq_mat );
MR3040_Start(CHANNEL_R);
frequency_buffer(1);
resetJrequencyO;
waittimer(ret);
acquire( sample_period, no_samples );
MR3040_Continue(CHANNEL_R);
delay(tramp,us);
echo_cnt = echo_cnt + 1 ;
if(echo_cnt < echoesjoop) goto echojoop;
delay(tmatx, us); 
delay(te_extend_c, us);
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MR3031_setup(tatch,"rf_anaJog_on",0,0,0,p180_mul); 
rfampon(O);
MR3031_go(); 
delay{warmup, us); 
r(pulse(p180, obs_modJevel);
MR3031_setup(latch,"rf_off',0,0,0,0);
MR3031_go();
delay(tchem, us); 
delay(tmalx, us); 
delay(te_extend_d, us);
starttimer(); 
ret = tramp*10;
MR3040_SetLlst( readjist, CHANNEI R );
MR3040_SelectMatrix( aq_mat);
MR3040_Start(CHANNEL_R); 
trequency_buffer(1); 
reset_frequency(); 
waittimer(ret);
acquire{ sampla_period, no_samples);
MR3040_Continue(CHANNEL_R); 
delay(tramp,us);
if(report_on==1){
printf(“current_view 
printf(’tacq 
printf(“gs_var 
printf("gs_var_resoale 
printt(*gs_comp 
print((“gs_comp_s 
printf(*gr_var 
printf("gr_comp 
printf(‘gr_comp_s 
printf(*gpjnit_var 
printlCgpJniLvar_rescale 
printf(‘gp_var 
printf("gpjnc 
)
WTime of execution of hostrequest > 10 indicates ‘pause’ selected by operator 
if (time > 10) time a 0;
tr_extend = (tr/no_slices) - tr_min/1000L - time; 
if ( tr_extend > 0) delay(tr_extend,ms);
starttimer():
no_acq = no_acq +1; 
slice_av = slice_av +1; 
if( slice_av < siice_block)
=%d\n‘,current_view);
=%d\n',tacq);
=%d\n*,gs_var);
=%d\n“,gs_var_rescale);
=%d\n‘,gs_comp);
=%d\n",gs_comp_s);
=%d\n*,gr_var);
=%d\n’,gr_comp);
=%d\n",gr_comp_s);
=%dV)‘,gp_init_var);
=%dVT,gpJnit_var_rescale);
=%d\n",gp_var);
=%d\n",gp_inc);
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goto slice_blockjoop;
if (current_slice < no_slices) 
goto multislicajoop;
view_av = view_av + slice_b!ock; 
if {view_av < view_block) 
goto view_blockJoop;
g p_var=gp_var*gp J  nc ;
\  Phase_res evaluates the number of increments for a 360 degree phase shift 
\\ If phase_rec > 360 it is set to the remainder after division of 360 by the % function 
\\ Fov_phase_deg = required number of phase increments
phase_rec = phase_rec + fov_phase_deg ; 
phase_rec_ca!1 = phase_rec; 
phase_rec_cal2 = scale{360,1000,phase_res);
phase_rec = (phase_rec_cal1 *1)%(phase_rec_caI2*1); 
if (gp_on == 0) phase_rec = 0; \\ No phase offset if profile only
if (current_view < no_views) 
goto phase_encode_loop;
image_av=image_av+view_block; 
if (image_av < no_averages) 
goto averagesjoop;
end:
}
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